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NOTICE OF APPEAL 

Pursuant to 43 C.F.R. §§ 4.21 and 4.410, National Parks Conservation Association (“NPCA”), 

Defenders of Wildlife (“Defenders”), the Coalition to Protect America’s National Parks (“Coalition”), and 

the Sierra Club (collectively “Appellants”) hereby appeal the August 1, 2018 Decision Record 

(“Decision”) issued by Jerome E. Perez, State Director, California State Office, Bureau of Land 

Management (“BLM”), approving the grant of a right of way (“ROW”) for a transmission line and water 
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pipeline, and an amendment to the California Desert Conservation Area Plan (“Plan Amendment”), in 

support of the Eagle Crest Pumped Storage Project (“Project”).1  Appellants also appeal the BLM’s 

Finding of No Significant Impact (“FONSI”) and Final Environmental Assessment #BLM-DOI-CA-

D060-2016-0017-EA (“FEA”).  This appeal is timely.  43 C.F.R. § 4.411.2  

The Decision grants rights of way to a 16-mile transmission line connecting the Project to an 

electricity substation and to a buried supply pipeline that will drain waters from an ancient aquifer to fill 

the former mines at the Project.  The right of way will be constructed on over 800 acres of federal desert 

lands, much of it previously untrammeled, and cross important wildlife habitat and migratory routes as 

well as an area of critical environmental concern.  The Decision also amends the land use plan protecting 

the California Desert Conservation Area (“CDCA”), which restricts the areas open to development and 

protects sensitive habitats.  These changes will affect lands on the doorstep of Joshua Tree National Park 

that were part of the park when it was originally designated a national monument in 1936 and that the 

National Park Service still finds “suitable” for addition to the park.     

 Appellants also hereby petition for a stay of the Decision during the IBLA’s consideration of this 

appeal.  A stay is well-justified in this case because the Decision and FEA violate the National 

Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”) in multiple ways and is inconsistent with the Federal Land Policy 

and Management Act (“FLPMA”) and the Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan (“DRECP”).  

BLM’s Decision threatens immediate harm to Appellants, who have worked to protect this part of the 

Mojave desert for over two decades, and to their staff and members who hike and photograph plants, 

animals and birds, and scenic viewpoints in the Chuckwalla Valley and surrounding areas.  If construction 

                                                      
1 As provided by the applicable regulations, Appellants appeal the BLM’s ROW grant in this IBLA 
appeal and maintain their right to challenge the CDCA Plan Amendment and/or to seek a stay of it in 
federal court.  43 C.F.R. § 1610.6-2(b).   
2 The acting BLM Director denied Appellants’ protest of the Plan Amendment in its entirety on August 1, 
2018.  Appellants received BLM’s denial of their protest by certified mail on Monday, August 6, 2018.  
Appellants did not otherwise receive any notice of the Decision.  This Notice of Appeal is therefore filed 
within the 30-day deadline.  See 43 C.F.R. § 4.411(a)(2)(i).   
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starts in the granted right-of-way, those lands will be permanently altered and Appellants and their staff 

and members will be irreparably harmed.  See attached Declarations of David Lamfrom and Mark Butler.   

 On the other hand, a stay of the Decision would pose no harm to BLM or the applicant because 

during the pendency of the appeal the applicant can work to restore or replace its now-expired license 

from the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”), obtain other required approvals such as 

inclusion in California’s electric power procurement plan and the execution of a power purchase 

agreement, and/or prepare for construction.  An immediate stay would also protect the public interest, 

maintaining the status quo and preventing significant environmental harms as well as addressing past 

procedural violations of federal environmental law.  Appellants respectfully request that the IBLA stay 

the grant of the right of way, until the IBLA decides this appeal on its merits. 

 Pursuant to 43 C.F.R. § 4.411(d)(3), Appellants further request that the BLM provide Appellants 

with a full copy of the “complete administrative record compiled during the officer’s consideration of the 

matter leading to the decision being appealed” when BLM forwards a copy to the IBLA.  

STATEMENT OF STANDING 

The Interior Board of Land Appeals (“IBLA”) appeal regulations provide that “[a]ny party to a 

case who is adversely affected by a decision of an officer of the Bureau of Land Management . . . shall 

have a right to appeal to the Board.” 43 C.F.R. § 4.410(a).  A “party to a case” is “one who has . . . 

participated in the process leading to the decision under appeal . . . e.g., [] by commenting on an 

environmental document.”  Id. § 4.410(b).  A party to a case is “adversely affected” when that party has a 

“legally cognizable interest” and the decision on appeal “has caused or is substantially likely to cause 

injury to that interest.”  Id. § 4.410(d).  This requisite “interest” can be established by cultural, 

recreational, or aesthetic uses as well as enjoyment of the public lands and wildlife.  See The Coalition of 

Concerned National Park Retirees, et al., 165 IBLA 79, 88 (2005); Animal Protection Institute of 

America, 117 IBLA 208, 210 (1990).  The IBLA does not require a showing that an injury has actually 

occurred.  Rather, a colorable allegation of injury suffices.  See Wildlands Defense, 187 IBLA 233, 240, 

241 (2016). 
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 Appellants have standing to pursue this appeal and petition for stay because they and their staff 

and members have an interest in affected public lands, wildlife, and plant species that will be impacted by 

the right-of-ways for the Eagle Crest pumped storage project and the CDCA Plan Amendment.  Id. § 

4.410(d), (b).  Appellants have submitted comments on the BLM’s Draft EA and a protest to the State 

California Director on the Decision and FEA.  Their staff and members regularly visit the affected areas 

including the proposed right-of-way itself, intend to continue to visit these areas in the immediate and 

foreseeable future, and will be adversely affected if structures are constructed on the right-of-way, as 

discussed below and in the declarations attached.  Appellants also have ongoing interests in the resources 

that will be affected by the project, including the Chuckwalla Aquifer, which will furnish the water drawn 

for the project’s reservoirs; the vistas and dark sky resources in the Chuckwalla Valley and nearby Joshua 

Tree park; the birds, bats, and other wildlife species that may be affected, which include but are not 

limited to golden eagles and other raptors, the desert tortoise, bighorn sheep, and bats; and rare and 

imperiled plants in the project vicinity. 

 NPCA is dedicated to the protection and enhancement of America’s National Parks for present 

and future generations.  It advocates on behalf of one million members and supporters, including more 

than 100,000 Californians.  NPCA works to safeguard the California desert’s spectacular resources and 

recreational opportunities, including nearly six million acres of National Park lands.  NPCA operates two 

field offices in the Mojave Desert, including the California Desert Field Office in Joshua Tree, California.  

NPCA and its members and supporters have abiding personal and professional interests in protecting the 

precious and fragile California Desert ecosystem and a specific interest in the area affected by the BLM’s 

Decision.  See attached Declaration of David Lamfrom, NPCA Director of California Conservation 

Projects, dated August 30, 2018.  In particular, NPCA has fought for more than two decades to protect the 

project area and surrounding region from inappropriate development, including the previously-proposed 

Eagle Mountain garbage landfill, which was withdrawn after NPCA successfully challenged BLM’s 

compliance with FLPMA and NEPA.  See National Parks Conservation Ass’n v. Bureau of Land 

Management, 606 F.3d 1058 (9th Cir. 2009).  NPCA was deeply involved in the public process 
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concerning the adoption of the DRECP, which will be directly impacted by the BLM’s Plan Amendment.  

Finally, NPCA submitted public comments when applicants sought a permit from the Federal Energy 

Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) for the Project, as well as scoping comments and comments on the 

Draft EA to the BLM, and a protest of the CDCA Plan Amendment to the BLM State Director. 

 Defenders is a national environmental organization with 1.8 million members and supporters in 

the U.S., including 279,000 in California.  Defenders has advocated for conservation of native species of 

plants and animals in the California Desert for decades, and was fully engaged as a stakeholder in 

developing the DRECP.   Defenders provided BLM scoping comments and comments on the Draft EA 

for the proposed Eagle Crest project pumped storage Project and participated in the protest of the CDCA 

Plan Amendment to the State Director.   

The Coalition represents over 1,100 members, composed entirely of retired, former, or current 

salaried employees of the National Park Service.  As a group, the Coalition collectively represent more 

than 30,000 years of national park management experience.  The Coalition studies, educates, speaks, and 

acts for the preservation of America’s National Park System.  Specifically, the Coalition counts among its 

membership former National Park Service employees of Joshua Tree National Park, who visit, enjoy, and 

care about the lands affected by the proposed Eagle Crest Energy ROW and Project.  See attached 

Declaration of Mark Butler, former National Park Service superintendent of Joshua Tree National Park, 

dated August 30, 2018.  The Coalition submitted scoping comments and comments on the Draft EA and 

participated in the protest of the CDCA Plan Amendment to the State Director. 

Sierra Club is a national environmental nonprofit organization of approximately 2.5 million 

members and supporters.  One of Sierra Club's goals is to maximize renewable energy in areas of low 

natural resource value and avoid renewable energy development in locations with high natural resource 

value.  To that end, the Sierra Club has participated in landscape scale planning processes such as the 

BLM’s Solar Energy Program, the recently-completed DRECP and various other local and state planning 

efforts. 
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Sierra Club submitted public comments on BLM’s Draft EA and on the FERC draft EIS.  The 

Sierra Club participated as a stakeholder and commented extensively on the DRECP.  Sierra Club has 

also invested considerable resources in proceedings at the California Public Utilities Commission 

(“CPUC”) to ensure that clean resources like energy storage, distributed generation solar and demand 

response have an opportunity to compete with natural gas on reliability, need and renewable integration 

issues.  Sierra Club activists were very involved in the creation of Joshua Tree National Park (“Joshua 

Tree”) and protection of the natural resources within Joshua Tree.  Because of Sierra Club’s interests in 

climate, public lands and water, its members’ interests are implicated by the proposed Pumped Storage 

Project and the associated ROW structures. 

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

Eagle Crest proposes to construct and operate a pumped storage hydroelectric generation facility 

on approximately 2,500 acres of federal and private land adjacent to Joshua Tree National Park.  The 

Project will utilize two large former iron ore mine pits, pumping water into the higher elevation pit during 

low electricity demand periods and releasing water to the lower elevation pit during times of higher 

electricity demand.  The released water will run through underground turbines, generating electricity that 

will be conveyed through a new transmission line to a power substation south of the Eagle Mountains.  At 

capacity, the Project is designed to produce 1,300 MW of power, generating up to 4,308 Gigawatt hours 

(“GWh”) per year.  But operation of the Project will consume 1,600 MW, or 5,744 GWh annually, to 

pump water to the upper mining reservoir, resulting in a net energy loss of 1,436 GWh per year – enough 

to power more than 133,009 homes – over an estimated project life of 50 years.  For this reason, the 

Project is not itself a renewable energy generation facility.  Rather, Eagle Crest touts the sole public 

benefit of the Project as providing storage and transmission capacity for other renewable energy projects.        

In order to lawfully approve the ROW and the necessary CDCA Plan Amendment for the Project, 

BLM must first conduct a legally adequate environmental review under NEPA and must ensure that the 

approvals are consistent with applicable law, including the regulations, plans, and policies implementing 

FLPMA.  To comply with NEPA, BLM must “take a ‘hard look’ at potential environmental consequences 
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before taking action.”  Klamath Siskiyou Wildlands Ctr. v. Boody, 468 F.3d 549, 560 (9th Cir. 2006) 

(citing Baltimore Gas & Elec. Co. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 462 U.S. 87, 97(1983)).  BLM’s 

“hard look” must include “disclosure of all foreseeable direct and indirect impacts.”  Idaho Sporting 

Cong., Inc. v. Rittenhouse, 305 F.3d 957, 963 (9th Cir. 2002).  Further, “a ‘hard look’ should involve a 

discussion of adverse impacts that does not improperly minimize negative side effects.”  N. Alaska Envtl. 

Ctr. v. Kempthorne, 457 F.3d 969, 975 (9th Cir. 2006) (citing Native Ecosystems Council v. U.S. Forest 

Service, 428 F.3d 1233, 1241 (9th Cir. 2005)).  Finally, a “hard look” must be “more than perfunctory,” 

and “general statements about possible effects and some risk do not constitute a hard look absent a 

justification regarding why more definitive detail could not be provided.” Klamath–Siskiyou Wildlands 

Ctr. v. Bureau of Land Mgmt., 387 F.3d 989, 993 (9th Cir. 2004) (internal quotation marks and citations 

omitted). 

BLM has failed to adequately consider and evaluate the environmental impacts of, and 

alternatives to, the proposed ROW and accompanying CDCA Plan Amendment, as required by NEPA.  In 

particular, BLM improperly relies on stale and outdated information when newer, better information is 

available and when changes in the proposed Project and the surrounding circumstances demonstrate that 

the Project will or may have significant adverse impacts that have never been evaluated in any NEPA 

document.  Of greatest concern are BLM’s failure to (1) adequately evaluate alternative means of 

achieving the proffered “purpose and need” for this particular pumped storage project in light of the 

rapidly evolving electricity supply situation in Southern California and (2) properly evaluate the Project’s 

impacts on the Chuckwalla Basin aquifer and on the human and ecological communities that rely on that 

desert aquifer for basic life-sustaining purposes.  

The NEPA analysis for the Project is outdated and inadequate in numerous ways.  As a threshold 

matter, we note that the FEA relies heavily on the January 2012 Final EIS prepared by FERC (“FERC 

EIR”), which in turn drew heavily from BLM’s prior EIS for the Eagle Mountain Landfill Project, a 

document that was finalized in 1997 and ultimately found legally deficient by the courts.  As Appellants 

noted in their comments on BLM’s Draft EA for the Project, much of the information in these earlier 
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documents is woefully out of date and key pieces of information are missing, including a full analysis of 

the current scientific literature on the Project’s potentially significant impacts to the local groundwater 

aquifer.  Moreover, circumstances have changed significantly in the years since the FERC EIR was 

completed and issued, including circumstances related to (i) the need for and possible alternatives to the 

Project, (ii) the demise of the proposed landfill project and the National Park Service’s subsequent interest 

in incorporating much of this area into Joshua Tree National Park, (iii) adoption of the DRECP, (iv) 

reconfiguration of the Project itself, and (v) expiration of the FERC license authority for the Project.  

Neither the FEA nor the Decision seriously engage or meaningfully address these concerns or explain 

how BLM’s actions fully comply with applicable laws, regulations, and policies.  Accordingly, the IBLA 

should reverse the Decision to grant the ROWs and remand the matter to BLM.   

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

 To achieve success on the merits, an appellant must meet its burden to demonstrate, by a  

preponderance of the evidence, that the BLM’s decision is unreasonable or does not substantially  

comply with NEPA, FLPMA, or applicable regulations.  See Eason v. BLM, 127 IBLA 259, 262  

(1993).  A BLM decision is arbitrary, capricious, or inequitable if it is not supported by any  

rational basis.  Wayne D. Klump v. BLM, 124 IBLA 176, 182 (1992).  

STATEMENT OF REASONS 

I.   The Purpose/Need Analysis Is Significantly Outdated, Unsupported by Accurate 
Information, and Analytically Flawed.   

 
 In order to guide the environmental review, NEPA requires, first and foremost, that the lead 

agency “specify the underlying purpose and need to which the agency is responding” through the 

proposed action.  40 C.F.R. § 1502.13.  This “purpose and need” inquiry is crucial to the integrity of the 

environmental review process because “[t]he stated goal of a project necessarily dictates the range of 

‘reasonable’ alternatives and an agency cannot define its objectives in unreasonably narrow terms” 

without violating NEPA.  Carmel-by-the-Sea v. U.S. Dep’t of Transp., 123 F.3d 1142, 1155 (9th Cir. 

1997).  In particular, “[a]n agency may not define the objectives of its action in terms so unreasonably 
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narrow that only one alternative from among the environmentally benign ones in the agency’s power 

would accomplish the goals of the agency’s action, and the EIS would become a foreordained formality.”  

National Parks & Conservation Ass’n v. Bureau of Land Mgmt., 606 F.3d 1058, 1070 (9th Cir. 2010) 

(quoting Friends of Southeast’s Future v. Morrison, 153 F.3d 1059, 1066 (9th Cir. 1998)).  The FEA for 

the Project fails to satisfy even this threshold requirement, and the implications of that failure reverberate 

throughout the rest of the analysis. 

 The FEA states that BLM’s “purpose and need” for the Decision is to respond to the applicant’s 

request for the ROW and that the applicant’s “purpose” is “to provide energy, capacity, and ancillary 

services to the California-South sub-region of the statewide electrical grid system” and to “support the 

integration of new renewable resources facilities to meet California’s Renewable Energy Portfolio 

Standard (RPS) goals,” as discussed further in the FERC EIS.  FEA at 7-8.  The FERC EIS, in turn, 

identifies the purpose and need for the pumped storage Project as supplying “system peaking capacity and 

transmission regulating benefits” to Southern California Edison in order to meet peak demand and 

support grid reliability in the Los Angeles Basin.  FERC EIS at 3.  Both the BLM FEA and the FERC EIS 

rely on a 2009 electricity demand forecast by the North American Electric Reliability Corporation.  That 

10-year regional forecast is both woefully out-of-date and insufficiently granular to provide accurate 

projections of current and future need in the Los Angeles Basin.3 

 As noted above, the Project is not itself a renewable energy facility that contributes to 

achievement of California’s RPS goals.  Rather, by definition and design, it is a net energy-losing private 

arbitrage project that nevertheless may have the potential for enhancing grid reliability by providing 

storage and/or grid transmission capacity to meet demand deficits created by intermittent renewable 

energy (primarily solar) generation.  Accordingly, whether there is a societal “need” for such capacity – 

and if so, what alternatives may also satisfy that need – depends entirely on the anticipated status of the 

                                                      
3  This forecast covered the period from 2010 to 2019.  Even if the Project were to commence 
construction immediately, completion of construction and the start-up of operations would fall beyond 
this outdated forecast window.  
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Southern California electricity grid at the time when the Eagle Crest project is actually deployed.  The 

time required for construction and subsequent filling of the reservoirs means that the Project will not 

commence operations for several years.  To understand anticipated electricity market and grid status at the 

likely commencement of the Project operations, therefore, BLM must evaluate current and evolving 

information from actual expert agencies, including the California Public Utilities Commission, the 

California Energy Commission, and the California Independent Systems Operator (“CAISO”), as well as 

from potential electricity purchaser Southern California Edison.  Passing mention in the FEA to a nearly 

decade-old regional demand forecast by a private firm that does not specifically track/engage the rapidly-

evolving California market is not legally sufficient to satisfy BLM’s evaluation and disclosure burden 

under NEPA.4  

A sophisticated and nuanced understanding of the present situation and current data is critical to 

properly evaluating the purpose and need for the Project, in no small part because the Southern California 

electricity market is rapidly transforming as behind-the-meter roof-top solar, geothermal energy 

development, demand response, large-scale battery storage, and other California innovations are 

deploying at an accelerating pace.  Since the drafting of the FERC EIS in 2010 and 2011, for example, the 

California Public Utilities Commission has amended and updated the state’s Long Term Procurement 

Plan (or Loading Order) to prioritize and require more energy efficiency and demand response; those 

directives have, in turn, been incorporated into the Southern California Edison procurement process.  

Pursuant to the revised Loading Order, in 2017 the Public Utilities Commission and the Energy 

Commission approved more than 1,800 MW of new natural gas peaking capacity and 400 MW of battery 

                                                      
4  BLM justifies its Decision on the grounds that it implements the agency’s multiple-use mission to 
respond to an applicant’s request for ROWs.  FEA at 7.  To backstop this reasoning, the FEA and the 
subsequent Decision Record cite to three federal directives that encourage federal agencies to support the 
development of renewable energy production.  Because the Eagle Crest is not a renewable energy project, 
these general federal policies are relevant only to the extent that the Project would actually increase 
renewable energy production.  Merely taking the word of the proponent and assuming that the Project 
meets this objective is legally insufficient; BLM must demonstrate, through facts, data, and analysis, that 
the Project will serve that expressed purpose in the current electricity environment.    
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storage at just two existing power plant sites in the western Los Angeles Basin and San Diego region load 

pockets.  See, e.g., https://beachcomber.news/content/construction-aes-alamitos-energy-center-start-july 

and http://escondidograpevine.com/2017/02/26/worlds-largest-lithium-ion-storage-battery/.   

Likewise, the Public Utilities Commission, in its final Decision on Rulemaking 15-03-011, 

recently declined to reconsider its prior decision that large pumped storage projects (greater than 50 MW) 

are ineligible to meet energy storage procurement targets for Southern California Edison, Pacific Gas & 

Electric, and San Diego Gas & Electric.  See Cal. Public Utilities Comm., Rulemaking 15-03-011 

Decision on Track 2 Energy Storage Issues, at 9-11 (Apr. 27, 2017), available at 

http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/SearchRes.aspx?docformat=ALL&docid=184630306.  Indeed, this rulemaking 

demonstrates that Southern California Edison has an existing energy storage procurement target of 580 

MW by 2020 and, as of February 2017, had already procured 342 MW, or nearly 60 percent, of that 

target.  Id. at 13-18 (declining to increase these targets even in the face of an increasing RPS because 

“there are many resources that can support a 50 percent renewable portfolio standard, including, but not 

limited to energy storage, and the IRP process is tasked with identifying the optimal resource mix to meet 

the state’s ambitious greenhouse gas emissions reduction goals”).   More recent public information 

suggests that Southern California Edison has now procured at least 422 MW toward it energy storage 

targets.  See https://www.utilitydive.com/news/california-looks-to-next-steps-as-utilities-near-energy-

storage-targets/525441/. 

 Equally relevant is CAISO’s most recent electricity transmission planning document, which 

“provides a comprehensive evaluation of the ISO transmission grid to identify upgrades needed to 

adequately meet California’s policy goals.”  CAISO, 2017-2018 Transmission Plan at 11(approved 

March 22, 2017), available at http://www.caiso.com/Documents/BoardApproved-2017-

2018_Transmission_Plan.pdf.  As a general matter, this CAISO report explains that: 

Consistently declining load forecasts across the entire forecast period – especially for the one-in-
ten peak load forecasts affected by weather normalization processes – has led to the third year of 
re-evaluation of previously-approved upgrades.  This year’s re-evaluation effort has been the 
most comprehensive to date, and also entailed not just reviewing and canceling previously-
approved projects, but also re-scoping projects to more effectively and efficiently meet needs. 
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The downward pressure on peak demand load growth and energy consumption was compounded 
by higher than anticipated development of behind the meter solar photovoltaic generation. . . . 
 
Transmission needed to access renewable generation development to achieve the state’s 33 
percent RPS goal goals by 2020 and sustain it over the planning horizon have largely been 
identified and are moving forward.  have largely been approved and are moving forward. 
 

Id. at 2.  For its 2017-2018 plan, CAISO specifically undertook additional modeling and analysis for 

various proposed pumped storage projects, including the Eagle Crest Project, and concluded     

•  Eagle Mountain was considered for potential congestion benefits as it is located in the 
Riverside renewable zone, and renewable generation from that zone must be transmitted 
over 100 miles across major transmission paths to the coastal load areas to the west. The 
Riverside renewable zone could be potentially congested due to a large amount of 
renewable development in the area. 
 

•    The amount of congestion in these models affecting the Riverside renewable generation was 
minimal, and the Eagle Mountain storage project did not materially reduce any of the 
identified congestion. The ISO also performed a loss benefit analysis, and a marginal 
transmission line loss improvement was observed as a result of adding the Eagle 
Mountain storage project to the model. 
 

Id. at 294.  

It is thus by no means clear that a hydroelectric project of this scale is needed or would ultimately 

be approved through the procurement process, especially because the state is currently awash in 

electricity generation capacity.5  See, e.g., http://www.latimes.com/projects/la-fi-electricity-capacity/.  

BLM’s blind acceptance of the Project proponent’s outdated statements regarding need, without adequate 

independent analysis and confirmation, constitutes a breach of BLM’s legal obligation to take a hard look 

at the purpose and need for federal action to facilitate the Project.   

Moreover, even if energy storage procurement targets are increased in the near future as part of 

the Integrated Resource Plan process or through changes to the Loading Order, rapid deployment of 

innovative battery storage in response to the recent Aliso Canyon gas storage facility disruption has 

                                                      
5  The absence of a power purchase agreement or procurement approval raises additional serious 
questions about the financial viability of the project.  In the publicly available documents, BLM has not 
addressed how surety bond or other financial assurances required by FLPMA would be sufficient to 
ensure that the Project proponent will have the financial wherewithal to remove infrastructure from and 
restore public land in the (quite likely) event that the pumped storage project becomes a stranded asset.   
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radically altered prior projections and will likely be sufficient to satisfy any revised targets.  In-basin 

battery technology is being planned and deployed at an accelerated pace throughout the Southern 

California service area.  See NPCA Protest at Attachment A.  A simple Internet search by BLM would 

have revealed dozens of articles over the last few years describing these facts, only a few of which we cite 

here for illustrative purposes:   http://www.edison.com/home/innovation/energy-storage.html; 

http://www.myladwp.com/ladwp_steps_up_utility_scale_battery_storage_to_ensure_a_more_reliable_po

wer_grid; http://www.utilitydive.com/news/teslas-80-mwh-battery-storage-facility-starts-operations-for-

socal-edison/435171/; https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/world-s-largest-storage-battery-will-

power-los-angeles/; http://www.utilitydive.com/news/socal-edison-to-build-20-mw-storage-project-at-

pomona-gas-plant-site/424958/; https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/aliso-canyon-emergency-

batteries-officially-up-and-running-from-tesla-green.6 

All of these recent developments, including especially procurement of significant new in-basin 

natural gas peaking capacity and the mushrooming of innovative battery storage projects designed to 

provide grid reliability for the Southern California electricity market, are discussed in more detail in 

Attachment B to NPCA’s Protest and pointedly illustrate why BLM’s simplistic and outdated discussion 

of “purpose and need” is legally inadequate.  Given the quickly-evolving electricity landscape in Southern 

California, the significant and unavoidable impacts posed by the Project, and the time it will take to 

construct the Project, fill the reservoirs, and bring the Project online, BLM must take a closer and much 

harder look at the continuing “need” for a project that was first proposed some two decades ago.  The 

recent CAISO report and Public Utilities Commission rulemakings suggest that those expert agencies 

continue to study the appropriate role, if any, for large-scale pumped storage in Southern California.  

BLM’s reliance on FERC’s outdated and rudimentary articulation of “purpose and need” in 2011 is, 

                                                      
6  Recent media coverage also suggests that out-of-state wind power generation may be destined for the 
California.  See, e.g., http://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-wind-california-insight-idUSKBN15U0GJ. 
Because wind generation occurs at different times that solar generation, new wind power could have the 
effect of smoothing out load, thus displacing the need for storage.  
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therefore, misplaced.  In order to make a fully informed decision as required by NEPA, BLM must 

consider this new and highly relevant information before proceeding.     

II.   The FEA Alternatives Analysis Is Legally Defective. 

 The inadequate “purpose and need” discussion in the FEA directly undermines other critical parts 

of the NEPA review, particularly the alternatives analysis.  Consistent with its NEPA obligations, BLM 

must “[r]igorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives” to the proposed project by 

“sharply defining the issue and providing a clear basis for choice among options by the decisionmaker 

and the public.”  40 C.F.R. § 1502.14.  Indeed, the alternatives analysis is “the heart” of the environment 

review under NEPA and must evaluate “every reasonable alternative within the range dictated by the 

nature and scope of the proposal.”  IlioUlaokalani Coal. v. Rumsfeld, 464 F.3d 1083, 1095 (9th Cir. 

2006).  For that reason, the existence of a reasonable but unexamined alternative renders a NEPA analysis 

inadequate.  Id.; see also Muckleshoot Indian Tribe v. U.S. Forest Service, 177 F.3d 800, 812-13 (9th Cir. 

1999) (land exchange EIS failed to consider adequate range of alternatives because “[a]lthough NEPA 

does not require the Forest Service to consider every possible alternative to a proposed action . . . we are 

troubled that . . . the Forest Service failed to consider an alternative that was more consistent with its basic 

policy objectives than the alternatives that were the subject of final consideration”).  Put differently, 

NEPA’s stringent alternatives requirement mandates that agencies “take into account all possible 

approaches to a particular project.”  Alaska Wilderness Recreation and Tourism Ass’n v. Morrison, 67 

F.3d 723, 729 (9th Cir. 1995).  The obligation to study, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives 

applies whether an agency is preparing an EIS or an EA.  Western Watersheds Project v. Abbey, 719 F.3d 

1035, 1050 (9th Cir. 2013).   

 By failing to engage the issue of whether there is any actual “need” (or market) for the proposed 

pumped storage Project, BLM also neglected its obligation to evaluate a reasonable range of alternatives 

that could mitigate project impacts while still satisfying any such “need.”  Indeed, the FEA, like the 
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FERC EIS before it, considered only variations on the proposed project and the required “no action” 

alternative.7  As the Ninth Circuit explained in Western Watersheds Project v. Abbey: 

[W]e do question how an agency can make an informed decision on a project’s environmental 
impacts when each alternative considered would authorize the same underlying action – 
permitting grazing at the level of 3,120 AUMs.  There is no meaningful difference between the 
four alternatives considered in detail. 
 

719 F.3d at 1051 (citing Muckleshoot Indian Tribe for the proposition that NEPA is violated when the 

two action alternatives considered in detail are “virtually identical”).   

In Western Watersheds Project, the court expressly rejected BLM’s excuse for the limited 

alternatives analysis – that other alternatives “were beyond the purpose and need of the project.”  Id. at 

1502.  The same defect infects the FEA for the Eagle Crest project.  If, as BLM contends, the purpose and 

need for the project is to support renewable energy generation, then BLM necessarily must evaluate other 

ways to satisfy that need, including through new battery storage capacity, demand response, and similar 

methods for enhancing grid reliability in connection with increased renewable energy capacity; such 

alternatives may well be more cost-effective and less environmentally destructive.  Moreover, as was the 

case in Western Watersheds Project, BLM’s reliance on stale information and its failure to undertake 

additional alternatives analysis based on the emerging options for other storage capacity renders the FEA 

legally inadequate.  Id. (affirming that “an agency errs when it relies on old data without showing that the 

data remain accurate”). 

In short, just as it did in connection with the previously proposed Eagle Mountain Landfill 

Project, BLM has once again failed to consider a reasonable range of alternatives for the applicant’s 

proposal based on an erroneous description of the Project’s purpose and need, reliance on outdated 

                                                      
7 BLM claims that the agency’s “purpose and need” for the Proposed Action is to respond to the 
applicant’s request for ROWs and that “does not include determining whether the proponents are correct 
in believing that the project is needed.”  BLM Director’s Protest Resolution Report (“Protest Report”) at 
22-23 (Aug. 1, 2018).  But an FEA cannot ignore Project’s “purpose and need” – this formed a part of 
BLM’s original analysis in the FEA and changes since then must also inform BLM’s analysis of 
alternatives.  40 C.F.R. 1502.14.   
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information, and failure to take account of rapidly changing circumstances.  See National Parks & 

Conservation Ass’n, 606 F.3d at 1070-72.  If BLM’s “purpose” for granting the ROW and accompanying 

Plan Amendment is to support California’s renewable energy goals, as it claims, then the NEPA analysis 

must consider a reasonable range of alternatives to satisfy that purpose, including in-basin battery storage 

and demand response innovations that may very well negate any need for an expensive, environmentally 

destructive, energy-losing, and truly massive pumped storage hydroelectric project outside the load 

pocket that serves no other purpose but to line the pockets of its investors and that may actually diminish 

the ability to site future real renewable energy projects in the California desert (see discussion of 

groundwater impact below).   

III.   New Information and Changed Circumstances Are Not Properly Accounted and Evaluated 
in the FEA.  

 
The FEA expressly “tiers” to the 2012 FERC EIS, which itself “tiers” to and relies on data and 

analysis in the unrelated 1997 Eagle Mountain Landfill project Final EIS – an analysis that was held to be 

inadequate in several respects by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals – because the Eagle Crest Project 

proponent could not gain access to the proposed project site during the FERC NEPA process.  While 

“tiering” may be appropriate in circumstances where the original NEPA analysis was thorough and 

adequate and where no intervening information changes that analysis, those conditions are not satisfied 

here.  As discussed below, the FERC EIS was inadequate in several respects and much has changed since 

the document was finalized in January 2012.  Indeed, significant new information about project impacts, 

particularly with regard to groundwater use and availability, has come to light in recent years.  Yet, the 

FEA largely dismisses both new information and changed circumstances in order to reach a foreordained 

conclusion.  As noted above, an agency cannot rely on old data “without first showing that the data 

remain accurate.”  Western Watersheds Project, 719 F.3d at 1052; N. Plains Res. Council, Inc. v. Surface 

Transp. Bd., 668 F.3d 1067, 1086–87 (9th Cir. 2011) (finding that the Surface Transportation Board’s 

reliance on ten-year-old aerial surveys was arbitrary and capricious).  Indeed, BLM’s failure to update 

stale information in the FEA violates even the agency’s own policy and guidance.  See BLM NEPA 
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Handbook at 27 (“Before you tier to a NEPA document, evaluate the broader NEPA document to 

determine if it sufficiently analyzed site specific effects and considered the current proposed action”).  

The CEQ regulations mandate that an “agency to prepare a supplemental EIS whenever 

‘significant new circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns and bearing on the 

proposed action or its impacts’ arise.”  Alaska Wilderness Recreation & Tourism Ass’n v. Morrison, 67 

F.3d 723, 725 (9th Cir. 1995) (quoting 40 C.F.R. § 1502.9(c)(1)(ii)); see also Marsh v. Oregon Nat. Res. 

Council, 490 U.S. 360, 372 (1989) (noting “[t]he CEQ regulations, which we have held are entitled to 

substantial deference.”).  In determining what constitutes a significant effect, the Ninth Circuit applies “a 

low standard.”  Klamath Siskiyou Wildlands Ctr. v. Boody, 468 F.3d 549, 562 (9th Cir. 2006).  For 

example, in Portland Audubon Soc. v. Babbitt, the Ninth Circuit found that BLM should have prepared a 

supplement EIS when “the scientific evidence available to [BLM] . . . raised significant new information” 

about logging’s effects on the spotted owl.  998 F.2d 705, 708 (9th Cir. 1993); see also Oregon Wild v. 

Bureau of Land Mgmt., No. 6:14-CV-0110-AA, 2015 WL 1190131, at *12 (D. Or. Mar. 14, 2015) 

(“[R]ejecti[ng] . . . data without sufficient consideration or explanation was arbitrary and capricious.”).  

Further, to satisfy its duty to take a “hard look,” BLM “may not rely on incorrect assumptions or data in 

an EIS.”  Native Ecosystems Council v. U.S. Forest Serv., an agency of U.S. Dep’t of Agric., 418 F.3d 

953, 964 (9th Cir. 2005) (holding that the U.S. Forest Service violated NEPA by relying on incorrect 

assumptions and/or data). 

Below, Appellants identify those substantive areas where BLM’s failure to evaluate new 

information or changed circumstances that may significantly alter the project’s impacts or alternatives 

analysis renders the FEA legally defective.     

A.   Groundwater Impacts Analysis.   

Of greatest concern, the FEA’s superficial analysis of groundwater impacts is seriously outdated 

and inexplicably fails to evaluate important new, scientifically credible information of which BLM has 

been aware for several years.  In particular, preliminary modeling results from two more sophisticated 

water balance modeling efforts demonstrate that the Project will have significant adverse impacts on the 
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groundwater aquifer.  BLM is well aware of these modeling results – indeed, BLM previously argued that 

such results must be incorporated into the project review – but has failed to adequately address them.   

Timeline.  To assist the IBLA in evaluating this issue, Appellants provide the following timeline, 

which demonstrates how BLM intentionally ignored the newest and most relevant data on groundwater 

impacts in favor of relying on data developed more than two decades in connection with the old landfill 

project proposal: 

 September 2008:  Eagle Crest files an application to State Water Resources Control Board 

(“State Water Board”) for a Clean Water Act section 401 certification. 

 July-October 2010:  The State Water Board releases for public comment a Draft Environmental 

Impact Report (“EIR”) pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act in connection with 

application for a section 401 certification. 

 December 2010-February 2011:  FERC releases its Draft EIS for the Project. 

 January 2012:  FERC issues the Final EIS for the Project.  To assess groundwater recharge rates 

for the Chuckwalla aquifer, the EIS relies on simplistic analytical model (not a numeric model as required 

by the DRECP) that was developed 18 years earlier to evaluate the proposed landfill project.  

 June-July 2012:  The State Water Board releases a draft section 401 certification for comment. 

 September 2012:  BLM and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory issue “Groundwater and Large-Scale 

Renewable Projects on Federal Land: Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin” (“Chuckwalla Aquifer 

Review”), which is critical of the groundwater impacts analysis contained in the FERC EIS.  The study, 

which was later attached to The Nature Conservancy’s comment letter on the Draft EA and is part of the 

NEPA record, was presented at the Arizona Hydrological Society 2012 Annual Water Symposium.  In the 

Chuckwalla Aquifer Review, BLM and Lawrence Berkeley scientists explain that: 

- “New analysis arrives at a smaller volume of underflow into the Chuckwalla Basin aquifer 
than previously used and does so with more confidence than earlier work. The resulting water 
balance calculation indicates overdraft conditions may have been ongoing for decades.”  
Chuckwalla Aquifer Review at 1. 
 

- “In order to mitigate uncertainty, the BLM, in conjunction with Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory and Pennsylvania State University, the U.S. Geological Survey, and the Natural 
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Resources Conservation Service, has initiated a four-pronged research agenda to assess and 
help address the impacts of solar energy development on the desert aquifers of southern 
California.”  Id. at 2 (study includes an updated model and draft runs of the model showing a 
lower recharge rate than what is in the FERC EIS). 
 

- “Perennial yield and safe yield (defined in the following section) in the Chuckwalla Basin 
have also been key concerns in recent studies, and are critical to understanding any impacts 
from development within this basin.”  Id. at 2-3. 
 

- “Previously published estimates of groundwater recharge, used by the BLM in the 
Chuckwalla Basin to evaluate project impacts, may overestimate basin recharge.”  Id. at 7. 
 

- “In either case, having confidence in calculated estimates of perennial yield, and related 
volumes, is necessary for a thorough assessment of impacts.”  Id. 
  

- “Ongoing and evolving review of the issue of water recharge in the Chuckwalla Basin 
suggests that the analyses published in the recent Final EISs may have overestimated the 
annual recharge of the aquifer within the basin, as shown in Table 2.  Comments put forward 
by the National Park Service (NPS) have re-stimulated BLM’s analysis and helped identify 
new information supporting a recharge estimate that may be as low as 3,000 to 6,000 afy.  
This would be more in line with BLM’s earlier estimate of 5,600 afy.  This two- to four-fold 
difference in recharge estimates (3,000 afy as compared to 12,700 afy) potentially leads to 
extremely different conclusions.”  Id. at 8. 
 

- “This disparity in results represents a difference between plentiful water resources or 
damaging overdraft conditions and is too large to dismiss without further consideration.”  Id. 
  

- “As part of their technical review and analysis of the Eagle Mountain water balance results, 
the NPS constructed comparative water balances for the Chuckwalla Basin during the 
previous 60 years of historical pumping in the basin, using the Eagle Mountain recharge 
estimate (12,700 afy) and the NPS’s extrapolated lower recharge estimate (3,013 afy) . . . The 
results using the Eagle Mountain recharge estimate indicated that aquifer storage volume 
should have increased during this period by about +267,000 af, which roughly equates to an 
average water level rise of +18 feet across the basin.  Conversely, the results using the NPS 
recharge estimate indicated that aquifer storage volume should have decreased during this 
period by about -314,000 af, which roughly equates to an average water level decline of -21 
feet across the basin.  Comparison of the estimated annual, basin-wide changes in water 
levels for both sets of results against available historical water level data for the basin 
suggests the results using the NPS’s lower recharge estimate are consistent with what 
appeared to be a general condition of declining water levels in much of the basin.  The NPS’s 
historical water balance analysis suggests that (1) recharge of 12,700 afy for the Chuckwalla 
Basin may be greater than actual recharge and (2) the Chuckwalla Basin overall may have 
been experiencing overdraft conditions for several decades.  (Karst, 2012b).”  Id. at 9-10. 
 

- “The close agreement of this recharge estimate with the NPS’s extrapolation method recharge 
estimate for the Pinto Basin lends support to the NPS’s recharge estimates for each of these 
three basins.”  Id. at 10. 
 

- “The NPS’s historic water balance analysis, using Eagle Mountain Final EIS recharge 
estimates, indicates an increase in storage of about 267,000 af should have occurred over the 
60- year historical pumping period (FERC, 2012).  If correct, this equates to an annual 
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storage gain of about 4,450 afy, which should have been reflected in raising water levels in 
the basin, increased discharge by ET, and/or increased subsurface outflow from the basin.  
None of these three indicators is evident in the basin based on the best available information.  
This analysis further supports the idea that the higher recharge estimates (12,000 afy to 
13,000 afy) may not be justified.”  Id. at 11. 
 

- “The NPS’s recent recharge evaluation and historical water balance analyses for the 
Chuckwalla Basin, coupled with other supporting lines of analysis, provides strong evidence 
that annual recharge to the Chuckwalla Basin may be much lower than the recharge 
estimates proposed in earlier published Federal EIS documents.  As a result of these 
analyses, interim values should be adopted that better represent current understanding of 
perennial yield in the Chuckwalla Basin (see Table 3).  As demonstrated by the NPS, inflow 
from the Orocopia and the Pinto Basins is likely less than the volumes used in earlier 
calculations. Additional confidence should be given to these lower volumes and they should 
be incorporated into our current understanding of conditions in this area.”  Id. at 11-12. 
 

 September 2012:  BLM initiates a groundwater study for the aquifer with Lawrence Berkeley 

Laboratory and Penn State University that includes “the development of a numeric groundwater model for 

this basin.”  

 March-April 2013: The State Water Board issues a draft of the final section 401 certification for 

further comment.  As part of its comment letter on this document, BLM submits the 2012 Chuckwalla 

Aquifer Review to the State Water Board, stating that:  “New information, along with new analysis, has 

been and is being developed to better understand the issues of water supply in the Chuckwalla Valley 

Groundwater Basin (Chuckwalla Basin).  At present, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has 

identified considerable uncertainty regarding groundwater recharge estimates and potential impacts to the 

Colorado River from proposed groundwater pumping in support of the Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage 

Project (Eagle Mountain Project).  Given new information, this uncertainty is compounded by reliance on 

preliminary analysis such as is provided in the Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project –Revised 

Groundwater Supply Pumping Effects technical memorandum produced by GEI Consultants, Inc. in 

2009.  There is a potential for overdraft conditions to occur within the Chuckwalla Basin . . . The BLM 

suggests that the State Water Resources Control Board (Water Board) consider re-evaluation of these 

groundwater issues and make changes to Condition 5.”  BLM, Comment Letter on Draft Final Water 

Quality Certification for the Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project (Apr. 10, 2013) (See NPCA Protest 
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at Attachment C), available at http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/waterrights/water_issues/programs/ 

water_quality_cert/docs/eagle_mountain_pumped_ferc13123/comments041013/blm.pdf.   

 July 2013:  The State Water Board releases a Final EIR for the section 401 certification that is 

not informed by the September 2012 BLM Chuckwalla Aquifer Review, as that review was developed 

after the Draft EIR comment period closed in 2010.  Concurrently, the State Water Board issues a final 

section 401 certification that does not respond to BLM’s 2013 comments or the 2012 Chuckwalla Aquifer 

Review, presumably because the document is a “certification” and not the “EIR” where further 

environmental evaluation would occur. 

 August 2013:  Various parties submit “Petitions for Reconsideration” of the section 401 

certification to State Water Board pursuant to state regulations.  The petition by NPCA and the Audubon 

Society includes a copy of the 2012 Chuckwalla Aquifer Review and requests that the State Water Board 

reconsider in light of this Review, which has not previously been addressed in the EIR or certification 

decision.   

 December 2013:  BLM issues more up-to-date groundwater models of the Chuckwalla Valley 

(Argonne National Laboratory, 2013 “A Groundwater Model to Assess Water Resource Impacts at the 

Riverside East Solar Energy Zone”). 

 June 2014:  FERC issues license for Eagle Crest Project, based on its 2012 Final EIR and the 

2013 State Water Board Final EIR, neither of which contain an evaluation of the 2012 BLM Chuckwalla 

Aquifer Review.  Various parties submit “Requests for Rehearing” to FERC. 

 October 2015:  FERC denies Requests for Rehearing without any analysis of the Chuckwalla 

Aquifer Review information. 

 June 2016:  The State Water Board issues “Notice of Proposed Dismissal of Petitions for 

Reconsideration,” stating that “[t]he State Water Board proposes to dismiss as moot the pending petitions 

for reconsideration because FERC’s order issuing the license and finding that the Project does not require 

a certification pursuant to section 401 of the Clean Water Act is now final.” 
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 April 2017:  BLM issues its FEA, stating that: “In the Proposed Action EA, BLM has also 

carefully examined the issue of impacts to the Chuckwalla Basin and Joshua Tree National Park from the 

FERC Project groundwater withdrawals.  There is no evidence of a “substantial dispute” within the 

scientific community concerning the groundwater withdrawals.  BLM conducted an updated water 

balance for this EA.  BLM has acknowledged that the State Water Board is the expert and controlling 

governmental agency on groundwater use and conditions in the Chuckwalla Valley and agrees with the 

State Water Board recharge estimate, which was also independently reviewed and confirmed by FERC in 

its FEIS (pp. 79 – 82).  The NPS FONSI (2016) for Joshua Tree National Park also acknowledges that the 

NPS concurs that springs in Joshua Tree National Park are fed by local groundwater sources, not 

connected to the Chuckwalla Basin (NPS, FONSI, 2016, p. 30) and that the NPS does not dispute the 

State Water Board technical hydrogeological recharge analysis of groundwater recharge [of 12,700 AFY] 

(NPS, FONSI, 2016, p. 59).”  FEA at 317-318.8 

 August 2018:  In response to Appellants’ Protest, BLM states that it “continues to rely on the 

State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) as experts on groundwater in the Chuckwalla Basin.”  

Protest Report at 17.  In response, the State Water Board issues a letter clarifying that the Board “did not 

consider the 2012 [Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin] Report in developing the EIR or the 

certification for the Project” because “[t]he review was conducted prior to publication of the 2012 

Report.”  State Water Board Letter to Neal Desai, dated August 29, 2018 (“State Water Board Letter”), 

attached as Exhibit 3.  Specifically, “the State Water Board has not conducted an analysis of the 2012 

Report or new scientific information to determine whether this information would alter the Board’s 

analysis of groundwater recharge rates in the Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin” and thus had not 

                                                      
8 BLM repeatedly claims that it used the NPS FONSI to confirm and update the FERC EIS.  Protest 
Report at 17, 33.  But BLM consistently misstates the FONSI.  For example, the NPS did not dismiss the 
possibility that the Project’s groundwater withdrawals would affect springs in Joshua Tree National Park.  
NPS FONSI at 30 (“the Pinto Valley groundwater basin underlying the park is hydraulically connected to 
the Chuckwalla Valley basin which underlies portions of the study area.  NPS has concerns about the 
potential cumulative effect of both existing and future energy development in the broader region on water 
resources…”)  
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determined whether “the 2012 Report or any new information would alter the analysis or conclusions in 

the EIR.”  Id. at 2. 

Stale Analysis/Failure to Consider New and Better Information.  As this chronology 

demonstrates, the groundwater impacts modeling contained in the 2012 FERC EIS has been superseded 

by new and substantially more sophisticated and accurate groundwater recharge modeling results that 

significantly undermine the conclusions in the decades-old Eagle Mountain landfill EIS.  BLM itself 

argued that the State Water Board must consider this new evidence before taking action on the application 

for a section 401 certification.  The State Water Board, however, did not update its Draft EIR to consider 

this information; instead, it merely relied on the outdated conclusions of the Eagle Mountain EIS.  

Importantly, no party ultimately had an opportunity to argue this point to the State Water Board or test the 

adequacy of the EIR in court because the State Water Board subsequently declared the section 401 

certification unnecessary and thus found the whole matter to be moot.  State Water Board Letter at 2.  The 

State Water Board itself has thus made clear that it has never evaluated this significant new information 

on groundwater recharge and that BLM cannot rely on the Board’s prior, outdated evaluation. 

Given this history, BLM’s failure in 2017 to consider the very same evidence it presented to the 

State Water Board four years earlier is nothing short of astonishing.  This legal defect, moreover, is not a 

trivial matter or academic exercise.  As BLM explained in the 2012 Chuckwalla Aquifer Review: “In its 

simplest form, a water balance is an accounting of the amounts of water entering and leaving the flow 

system, with the difference being the change in storage (+/-) within the flow system. Determination of the 

water balance of a basin is a principal tool in assessing potential impacts to water resources within arid 

basin aquifers. A water balance analysis provides an initial evaluation of whether or not a basin is in a 

condition of overdraft (whether it exceeds its perennial yield) and aids in evaluating the annual amount of 

water that can safely, legally, and economically be extracted from a basin without causing undesirable 

effects (i.e., its safe yield).”  Thus, the identified “disparity in results represents a difference between 

plentiful water resources or damaging overdraft conditions and is too large to dismiss without further 

consideration.”  It is for this reason that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, in its comments on 
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the Draft EA for the Project, admonished BLM to “integrate the latest available groundwater basin 

balance analyses into the Final EA, and update the description of the significance and potential 

implications of the project’s groundwater use, as appropriate.”  

As explained in detail in the comments of The Nature Conservancy (and others) on the Draft EA, 

the original groundwater impacts analysis for the Eagle Mountain landfill, on which the FEA largely 

relies, was a simplistic approach necessitated by an assumed lack of sufficient information to complete a 

more detailed numerical model of the kind now required by the DRECP.  In the intervening 20 years, two 

more sophisticated numerical models have been developed and applied to this area.  As noted above, the 

2012 Chuckwalla Aquifer Review raised serious concerns about previously assumed groundwater 

recharge rates and perennial yields, as well as questions about the impact on Colorado River users.   

To better understand these key issues and reduce uncertainties, BLM initiated a study to collect additional 

monitoring data and to use a more sophisticated groundwater impacts model developed by Penn State 

experts and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory in collaboration with the U.S. Geological Service and the 

Department of Agriculture’s Natural Resources Conservation Services, to examine the Project’s effects 

on the Chuckwalla aquifer.  The results of this effort were released in June 2017, and the study’s authors 

concluded that for at least the first 20 years of the Project’s operation, the average pumping from the 

Project would exceed the annual natural recharge of the aquifer.  Looking at cumulative water demand in 

the area, the study found that demand for groundwater is increasing and that “after adding the pumped 

storage project, the system will [be] nearing, if not exceeding, its maximum renewable pumping 

capacity.”  See Shen, C. et al., “Impact of Water Use by Utility-Scale Solar on Groundwater Resources of 

the Chuckwalla Basin, CA: Final Modeling Report. Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (2017), 

available at https://escholarship.org/uc/item/1m7191xp.  

These results confirm the prior findings of a second model developed by the Argonne National 

Laboratory.  Like the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory model, the Argonne National Laboratory model 

found significantly lower recharge rates in the Chuckwalla Basin than assumed in the FEA – 3,200 acre-

feet/year as compared to 12,700 acre-feet/year.  The Argonne model predicted that overdraft conditions 
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would worsen with reasonable levels of pumping from renewable energy projects in the Riverside East 

Solar Energy Zone.  Argonne National Laboratory, “A Groundwater Model to Assess Water Resource 

Impacts at the Riverside East Solar Energy Zone” at 12 (Dec. 2013), available at http://blmsolar.anl.gov/ 

sez/ca/riverside-east/groundwater/downloads/Riverside-East-Groundwater-Report.pdf.   

BLM’s own comments during the State Water Board’s EIR process demonstrate that the agency 

has long been aware of the flaws in the oversimplified model used for the FERC EIS and the need for 

more sophisticated and updated modeling.  BLM is likewise aware that updated modeling using 

additional data and more sophisticated tools suggests that the groundwater impacts analysis is badly 

flawed and inconsistent with what appears to actually be happening in the basin.  At the very least, the 

newer results from the more sophisticated Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and Argonne National 

Laboratory modeling, along with the Chuckwalla Aquifer Review, raise significant questions about the 

foundational assumptions of the groundwater impacts analysis in the FERC EIS and trigger BLM’s legal 

obligation to undertake further analysis and review.  BLM’s detailed comments to the State Water Board 

critiquing the groundwater impacts analysis for the FERC EIS, followed by its unquestioning acceptance 

and use of the very same analysis in the FEA constitutes the very definition of an arbitrary and capricious 

decision.  See Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n of U.S., Inc. v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 43 

(1983) (“The agency must examine the relevant data and articulate a satisfactory explanation for its action 

including a ‘rational connection between the facts found and the choice made.’”). 

BLM’s Inadequate Explanation in the FEA.  Remarkably, BLM utterly ignores all of this new 

information and blindly adopts the simplistic, outdated, largely-discredited groundwater impacts analysis 

incorporated into the FERC EIS largely from the even older Eagle Mountain EIS.  Equally remarkable is 

BLM’s conclusion in the FEA that “[t]here is no evidence of a ‘substantial dispute’ within the scientific 

community concerning the groundwater withdrawals. BLM conducted an updated water balance for this 

EA.  BLM has acknowledged that the State Water Board is the expert and controlling governmental 

agency on groundwater use and conditions in the Chuckwalla Valley and agrees with the State Water 

Board’s recharge estimate, which was also independently reviewed and confirmed by FERC in its FEIS.”  
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Response to Comments at 317-18.  These explanations are utterly non-responsive to the concerns raised 

by Appellants and many others and are flatly erroneous in their basic misunderstanding of the law.9 

Notably, the “updated water balance” in the FEA does not incorporate the new modeling analysis, 

but only eliminates potential future projects from consideration, thereby lowering the projected rate of 

future water use in the Chuckwalla Basin.  In other words, BLM refuses to evaluate updated modeling 

results that show that prior modeling assumptions most likely grossly overestimate recharge rates, while 

at the same time purporting to update (i.e., downgrade) projected future water use in the Basin.  The 

“update” is thus entirely one-sided and clearly designed to reach BLM’s prejudged outcome.  This 

manipulation alone is grounds for judicial reversal under an arbitrary and capricious standard. 

Moreover, even this attempted manipulation of the data is specious.  The FEA recognizes only 

four solar projects as potential sources of water use:   

Desert Sunlight                52 af/year average water use 
Palen Solar Power            220 af/year average water use 
Genesis Solar                      1525 af/year average water use 
Desert Harvest                   53 af/year average water use 
 

The FEA, however, should have considered at least six other reasonably foreseeable solar projects that 

have applied for approval within the Chuckwalla Valley/Palo Verde Mesa area of the DRECP’s Riverside 

East Solar Energy Zone because the valley and mesa are hydrologically connected, including the Desert 

Quartzite, Crimson Solar, Palen/Maverick, Jupiter, Io Solar, and SunPower projects.  See 

http://www.sdmg.org/blmdocs/DRECP_transition_to_implementation_2-24-17.pdf.  Moreover, BLM’s 

Riverside East SEZ authorizes development of up to 147,910 acres.  BLM selectively includes or 

                                                      
9 BLM likewise failed to adequately address a related but separate issue concerning the connection of the 
Chuckwalla Basin with the Colorado River and the potential impacts of the project on water users from 
that entirely allocated water body.  The Bureau of Reclamation had proposed a method to determine 
whether groundwater withdrawn from basins adjacent to the Colorado River was taking water that 
“belonged” to the river.  The method was never formally adopted, and the rule was affirmatively 
withdrawn in 2011.  However, BLM relies upon this 2011 information while ignoring the 2012 
Chuckwalla Aquifer Review, in which BLM itself directly participated.  The Chuckwalla Aquifer Review 
stated that groundwater in Chuckwalla Basin is linked to the Colorado River and that pumping by Eagle 
Crest could have a significant effect on river flows over the long term. 
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excludes factors, which deem the cumulative analysis defective.  At the same time as ignoring these 

reasonably foreseeable projects and their cumulative impacts on the shared groundwater aquifer, the FEA 

selectively includes the NPS Boundary Expansion Study to claim that the covered lands will not be 

developed, despite the fact that the Boundary Study is not a land-use policy document that authorizes any 

land use, and is not binding for any Administration or Congress to act on.  Unlike the DRECP and the 

Riverside East Solar Energy Zone, the Boundary Study is simply a recommendation.  It carries no policy 

or land-use weight.  BLM’s manipulation of the information to exclude from consideration the cumulative 

groundwater impacts from reasonably foreseeable projects while, at the same time, including a dubious 

assumption that that land within the Boundary Study will not be involve any new water demand, is the 

textbook definition of arbitrary decisionmaking intended to reach an preordained outcome.     

 But even putting aside BLM’s transparent manipulation of the available information and failure 

to consider the cumulative impacts from reasonably foreseeable proposed projects, the FEA simply fails 

to satisfy the agency’s legal duty to consider currently available information concerning the likely impacts 

of the Proposed Action.  As BLM’s own NEPA guidance provides, the environmental analysis “must 

include a description of any limitations inherent in the method if there is substantial dispute over models, 

methodology, or data, you must recognize the opposing viewpoint(s) and explain the rationale for your 

choice of analysis.”  BLM NEPA Handbook at 72 (noting that “[t]o the extent possible,” the impacts 

analysis should be quantified).  BLM simply ignores this  legal directive and supporting judicial 

precedent and instead claims that it need not engage the new, better groundwater data and modeling 

because it may defer to the conclusions of the State Water Board.10   

                                                      
10 The minutes from a May 8, 2013 public meeting for the Project confirm that BLM, notwithstanding its 
position that it must defer to the prior State Water Board groundwater analysis, had significant concerns 
about the Board’s outdated conclusions:  “Hydrology: Frank McMenimen of the BLM staff mentioned 
that hydrology is a major issue and stated that the second letter the staff sent to the State Water Board 
about the Draft Final Water Quality Certification on April 19, 2013 is the key letter, but the BLM staff is 
not withdrawing its April 10, 2013 letter to the State Water Board on the same subject matter.  FERC 
stated that even though these letters were both addressed to the State Water Board, they have also been 
filed as part of the record for the Eagle Mountain licensing proceeding.  In general BLM staff clarified 
that the April 10th letter stated their concerns and the April 19th letter their current position, 
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 BLM’s “head in the sand” approach to new information is legally defective under NEPA.  As the 

foregoing timeline demonstrates, the EIR prepared by the State Water Board did not ever consider or 

evaluate the Chuckwallas Basin Review, the Argonne National Laboratory modeling, or the latest 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory modeling – and the State Water Board never completed any evaluation of 

the new groundwater information or made any judicially reviewable decision based on its prior analysis.   

For this reason, the State Water Board EIR has no legal significance in this proceeding and BLM 

cannot lawfully “tier” to or rely on it.  Courts have consistently refused to allow agencies to “tier[] to a 

document that has not itself been subject to NEPA review” because “it circumvents the purpose of 

NEPA.”  Kern v. U.S. Bureau of Land Mgmt., 284 F.3d 1062, 1073 (9th Cir. 2002) (rejecting BLM’s 

attempt to tier to an inadequate EIS); see also All. for Wild Rockies v. Kimbell, 310 F. App’x 106, 109 

(9th Cir. 2009) (“[U]nlawful tiering occurs when a NEPA document refers to a more general non-NEPA 

document in order to explain and evaluate the environmental impact of the decision in question.”); Nat’l 

Wildlife Fed’n v. Norton, 332 F. Supp. 2d 170, 182 (D.D.C. 2004) (rejecting Army Corps of Engineers 

FONSI when it “reiled upon an invalid BiOp”).  In particular, an agency cannot rely on analysis from a 

document which violates NEPA without conducting an independent analysis in its own EIS.  California 

ex rel. Lockyer v. U.S. Forest Serv., 465 F. Supp. 2d 917, 929 (N.D. Cal. 2006) (finding “that the FEIS 

fails to independently analyze fire management strategies and “that the FEIS improperly tiers to the Fire 

Plan,” which did not comply with NEPA).   

 BLM’s apparent position that the State Water Board alone is the sole regulatory authority on 

groundwater impacts is not credible in light of the facts that BLM has expended significant resources, 

including expenditures on the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory/Penn State groundwater modeling, trying to 

figure out the effects of pumping in the Chuckwalla Basin and to place clear limits and conditions on 

groundwater withdrawals in the DRECP.  For example, in response to the proposed Bright Source Hidden 

                                                      
acknowledging that the State Water Board is the expert and controlling governmental agency on 
groundwater use and conditions in the Chuckwalla Valley.”  
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Hills solar tower project EIR prepared by the California Energy Commission, BLM sent three letters 

opposing the state’s proposed groundwater conditions on the project.  These comment letters 

recommended strong predictive monitoring and firm trigger conditions for water level declines, plus 

compensatory mitigation in the form of retiring water rights in the affected (overallocated and marginally 

overdrafted) Pahrump Basin.  That project was ultimately cancelled, at least in part because of 

groundwater concerns.  See http://www.energy.ca.gov/sitingcases/hiddenhills/.  The core of the 

conditions suggested by BLM in its comments on the Hidden Hills project were ultimately adopted in the 

DRECP’s Conservation and Management Actions (“CMAs”) for groundwater. 

 B.   Onsite Resource Analysis.  

One of the fundamental flaws in the original FERC EIS was that due to private ownership of 

much of the pumped storage project site by Kaiser Ventures, LLC, the Eagle Crest project proponent, 

agencies, and consultants were not granted access to the Central Project Area in order to conduct 

necessary technical and scientific studies.  Without the option of stepping foot on the property, much of 

the survey work was done using satellite imagery and maps.  BLM’s reliance on and tiering from a non-

traditional model of scientific investigation is troubling and does not satisfy NEPA’s hard look 

requirement.  BLM should review all work done remotely to verify that the project’s impacts to public 

lands and public trust resources are accurately and fairly accounted for and that the public has the 

opportunity to understand and comment on those impacts.  

 C.  Cultural Resources Study. 

 Despite the fact that BLM is a lead agency for the Palen Solar Power Project, the FEA does not 

analyze a vital reference material submitted for project compliance in the Palen Solar matter in October, 

2013.  See “Ethnographic Report Informing the Final Staff Assessment” (Oct. 15, 2013), available at 

http://docketpublic.energy.ca.gov/PublicDocuments/09AFC07C/TN200847_20131015T085834_Ethnogr

aphic_Report_Informing_the_Final_Staff_Assessment.pdf.  This document discusses the Native 

American ethnographic history and connection to the Chuckwalla Valley, including Salt Song Trails – 

land, including those in the Eagle Mountains, that qualify as Traditional Cultural Properties on the 
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National Register of Historic Places.  The FEA does not discuss these important cultural features or how 

the Eagle Crest project and associated transmission would impact them.  The omission of this information 

raises questions about the possibility of unevaluated significant impacts and indicates that the FEA does 

not properly address cultural resources, as required by NEPA. 

 D.   National Park Service Boundary Study. 

Since FERC’s issuance of the Final EIS in 2012, the National Park Service completed a Boundary 

Study for expansion of Joshua Tree National Park.  The information gathered as part of the Park Service’s 

Environmental Assessment for the Boundary Study, which was available in the spring of 2016, must be 

fully evaluated and incorporated in to BLM’s EA.  As we note above, the Boundary Study is not a land-

use planning document that dictates land-use policy, but is instead a document proposing 

recommendations.  Bizarrely, the FEA uses the Boundary Study to argue that Project impacts (water, 

wildlife) may be reduced – which will only happen if the boundary expansion occurs, which is not a land-

use policy authorized by the Study – but fails to discuss the incompatibility of the project with the 

proposed expansion or to address the additional resource information gleaned through this study. 

E. Additional Studies. 

 The implications of these recent developments, as well as the results of the pending new U.S. 

Fish and Wildlife Service consultation under the Endangered Species Act, based on new site surveys, 

must be incorporated into the NEPA review for the Eagle Crest pumped storage project.  Because the 

Draft EA did not address, or sufficiently address, these developments, BLM should not proceed with 

consideration of the Project unless and until it prepares an EIS that fully evaluates all of the new 

information and the implications of this significant land use changes.  See Nat’l Wildlife Fed’n v. Nat’l 

Marine Fisheries Serv., No. 3:01-CV-00640-SI, 2016 WL 2353647, at *56 (D. Or. May 4, 2016) 

(substantial project changes or new information, including new information related to species impacts in 

updated biological opinion based on reinitated  ESA consultation, requires supplemental EIS).  New 

desert tortoise surveys should have occurred in May 2017, as the last surveys took place a year prior.  Bat 

survey data were not presented in the FEA, and as federal and state listed bat species may be present in 
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mine features within and surrounding the proposed reservoirs, an updated public accounting of those 

species should occur.  And because migratory birds may be impacted by both the reservoir (diving and 

wading birds) and the brine ponds, updated information about the impacts of project features to migratory 

birds protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.  See https://www.fws.gov/birds/policies-and-

regulations/laws-legislations/migratory-bird-treaty-act.php. 

 F. Substantial Changes to the Project Description.  

While the Eagle Crest application was pending before BLM, the proposed ROW grew 

significantly in size compared to the project boundary that FERC analyzed.  The proposed Project now 

occupies nearly twice the amount of BLM public land.  Such “substantial changes in the proposed action” 

trigger a requirement that BLM “[s]hall prepare supplements to either draft or final environmental impact 

statements.”  40 C.F.R. § 1502.9(c)(1).  Under the CEQ regulations, “supplementation is not required 

when two requirements are satisfied: (1) the new alternative is a ‘minor variation of one of the 

alternatives discussed in the draft EIS,’ and (2) the new alternative is ‘qualitatively within the spectrum of 

alternatives that were discussed in the draft [EIS].’”  Russell Country Sportsmen v. U.S. Forest Serv., 668 

F.3d 1037, 1045 (9th Cir. 2011) (emphasis added in Russell Country) (quoting Forty Most Asked 

Questions Concerning CEQ’s National Environmental Policy Act Regulations, 46 Fed. Reg. 18,026, 

18,035 (Mar. 23, 1981).  Still, “if the proposed action might significantly affect the quality of the 

environment, a supplemental EIS is required.”  Klamath Siskiyou Wildlands Ctr. v. Boody, 468 F.3d 549, 

560 (9th Cir. 2006) (citing Marsh, 490 U.S. at 374).  Additionally, modifications that “alter the overall 

cost-benefit analysis of the proposed action” can trigger supplementation even if they lessen the 

environmental impacts.  Russell Country, 668 F.3d at 1048.  

Here, significant changes to the footprint of the Proposed Action and the encumbrance of public 

lands above the amount specified in the FERC EIS to which the FEA tiers constitute changed 

circumstances requiring additional environmental review.  This expansion is inconsistent with the new 

DRECP and conservation designations within that plan, including Areas of Critical Environmental 

Concerns and National Landscape Conservation System lands.  Contrary to the suggestion in the FEA, 
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these expanded lands are not part of any “valid existing rights” created by the FERC license and must be 

fully addressed for compatibility with the DRECP.  The appropriate way to address such a significant 

change in a project is through the issuance of a Supplemental EIS; mere “tiering” to the FERC EIS 

without supplemental analysis of these changes is improper.  See Klamath-Siskiyou Wildlands Ctr. v. 

Bureau of Land Mgmt., 387 F.3d 989, 997 (9th Cir. 2004) (requiring BLM to conduct further 

environmental analysis of the impacts of fracking when BLM attempted to tier to a previous EIS where 

“[t]he evidence before BLM showed that the scale of fracking in shale-area drilling today involves risks 

and concerns that were not addressed” in prior EIS); Ctr. for Biological Diversity v. Bureau of Land 

Mgmt., 937 F. Supp. 2d 1140, 1157 (N.D. Cal. 2013).  The FEA’s lack of transparency in identifying and 

addressing these footprint changes deprives the public an opportunity to understand and comment on the 

effects of the project on both resources and the integrity of the DRECP.   

G. California’s Historic Drought and Climate Change.  

In addition to the new groundwater modeling information discussed above, California’s 

unprecedented drought and the effects of climate change have rendered further the groundwater analysis 

in FERC EIS obsolete.  Relying on a previous EIS through tiering becomes especially problematic where 

a significant event intervenes between the finalizing of the EIS and the drafting of the EA.  Blue 

Mountains Biodiversity Project v. Blackwood, 161 F.3d 1208, 1214 (9th Cir. 1998) (holding United 

States Forest Service “made a clear error of judgment in its decision to prepare only an EA” when a forest 

fire “dramatically altered the forest ecosystem” after the preparation of the EIS.) (1214, 1216).  In 

particular, “the tiering regulations do not provide [a] release from the requirement of an EIS” triggered by 

changed circumstances.  Id. 

In light of California’s historic drought, BLM must independently review the potential 

groundwater impacts of the project through a new EIS.  FERC’s 2012 EIS relies on pre-drought data, but 

the recent drought and climate change have undermined that data’s reliability.  In particular, historical 

average data, like the data FERC cites, does not capture the effects of the intervening years of drought, 

which formed “the driest [four-year period] since record keeping began in the late 1800s.”  Ellen Hanak, 
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et al., What If California’s Drought Continues?, PPIC 1 (Aug. 2015) available at http://www.ppic.org/ 

content/pubs/report/R_815EHR.pdf.  EPA urged BLM to consider these effects in its November 2016 

letter to BLM, noting that “the strain on groundwater in the basin has likely increased due to . . . 

intensified drought conditions that persist throughout the Riverside area[] and California.”  Letter from 

Connell Dunning, Acting Manager Envir. Rev. Section, EPA, to Greg Miller, BLM (Nov. 8, 2016).  

The disruptive force of climate change means desert ecosystems like the Chuckwalla Basin will 

face unprecedented and unmeasured circumstances.  According to the EPA, climate change  “is likely to 

increase the need for water but reduce the supply” because “[r]aising temperatures increase the rate at 

which water evaporates into the air from soils,” and “precipitation is unlikely to increase as much as 

evaporation . . . making droughts more severe.”  EPA, What Climate Change Means for California, 1 

(Aug. 2016).  And scientists have “show[n] that groundwater level changes correspond to selected global 

climate variations.”  Tess A. Russo and Upmanu Lall, Depletion and Response of Deep Groundwater to 

Climate-Induced Pumping Variability, NATURE GEOSCIENCE 10, 105 (Jan. 2017).  For instance, climate 

change’s affects have already been felt by Colorado River flows, which “[b]etween 2000 and 2014 . . . 

averaged 19% below the 1906–1999 average, the worst 15-year drought on record.”  Bradley Udall and 

Jonathan Overpeck, The Twenty‐First Century Colorado River Hot Drought and Implications for the 

Future, WATER RESOURCE Research 53, 25404 (Mar. 24, 2017).  The Colorado River’s historically low 

flows demonstrate not only the need for new data because of climate change, but also the need for BLM 

to carefully consider the effects of groundwater pumping in the Chuckwalla Basin on the river system.   

As Blue Mountain recognizes, BLM cannot escape its duty to evaluate these changed 

circumstances by tiering to obsolete data. 161 F.3d at 1214; see also Klamath-Siskiyou Wildlands Ctr. v. 

Bureau of Land Mgmt., 387 F.3d 989, 997 (9th Cir. 2004) (finding that BLM violated NEPA by failing to 

address the cumulative effects of timber sales and tiering to an EIS, which also failed to address those 

issues).  Ultimately, an EA that tiers to an EIS is no better than the analysis in the EIS.  Thus, even 

assuming BLM could lawfully tier its NEPA analysis to a state agency EIR that became moot and was 

thus never subject to judicial review, that CEQA document is itself inadequate because it does not address 
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the cumulative effects of new information or changed circumstances and thus is unable to support BLM’s 

independent legal duty to provide a complete and current groundwater impacts analysis in the FEA.  See 

Native Ecosystems Council v. Dombeck, 304 F.3d 886, 895–96 (9th Cir. 2002) (“An EA may be deficient 

if it fails to include a cumulative impact analysis or to tier to an EIS that reflects such an analysis.”). 

H. Cumulative Impacts.  

Tiering to an EIS that does not contain the requisite cumulative impacts analysis does not absolve 

BLM of the duty to conduct its own cumulative impacts analysis in an EIS.  BLM misidentified its 

Cumulative Effects Study Area (“CESA”) for both groundwater impacts and terrestrial impacts.  This 

misidentification improperly reduces the analysis of the project’s effects to resources in the Riverside East 

Solar Energy Zone, to Corn Springs, to cultural resources within and outside the Chuckwalla Valley, and 

to groundwater dependent resources, including the Colorado River.  See also BLM, Comment Letter on 

Draft Final Water Quality Certification for the Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project 2 (Apr. 10, 

2013), http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/waterrights/water_issues/programs/water_quality_cert 

/docs/eagle_mountain_pumped_ferc13123/comments041013/blm.pdf (arguing that “the approved or 

proposed projects within the BLM-designated Riverside East Solar Energy Zone could suffer serious 

harm from overproduction of groundwater in this area.”).    

BLM does not account for reasonably foreseeable renewable energy projects which should be 

accounted for as related to both terrestrial cumulative impacts to wildlife, air quality, cultural resources, 

and to groundwater accounting and budgeting, including the groundwater budget developed in the FEA. 

Those solar projects are Jupiter, Arica, Crimson, and Io.  The omission of these projects and their 

cumulative impacts is a flaw, a violation of NEPA, and demonstrates that the CESA was not properly 

developed.  The Groundwater CESA should include both the Palo Verde Aquifer, the Orocopia Aquifer, 

and the Chuckwalla Aquifer, as they all communicate and ultimately flow into the Colorado River.  

IV. Given Significant New Information and Changed Circumstances, a Full EIS Is Required. 
 

A full EIS is required where “substantial questions . . . regarding whether the proposed action 

may have a significant effect upon the human environment” must exist.  Save the Yaak Comm. v. Block, 
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840 F.2d 714, 717 (9th Cir. 1988).  As the Ninth Circuit has recognized, “[w]hether an action may 

‘significantly affect’ the environment requires consideration of ‘context’ and ‘intensity.’”  Ctr. for 

Biological Diversity v. Nat’l Highway Traffic Safety Admin., 538 F.3d 1172, 1185 (9th Cir. 2008) (citing 

40 C.F.R. § 1508.27).  Context examines “the scope of the agency’s action, including the interests 

affected,” while intensity looks at “the ‘severity of impact.’”  Id. at 1185–86.  The CEQ regulations list 

ten relevant factors in determining the intensity of project.  40 C.F.R. § 1508.27(b).  Only “one of these 

factors may be sufficient to require preparation of an EIS in appropriate circumstances.” Ocean 

Advocates v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 402 F.3d 846, 865 (9th Cir. 2005).  See also Forest Serv. 

Employees for Envtl. Ethics v. U.S. Forest Serv., 726 F. Supp. 2d 1195, 1218 (D. Mont. 2010) (holding 

the U.S. Forest Service had to prepare an EIS because of one factor: potential adverse effects on 

endangered or threatened species).  As discussed at greater length in NPCA’s November 6, 2016 

comment letter on the Draft EA, each of these factors is present here.  We address one factor for 

illustrative purposes. 

The significant controversy involving this project, evidenced by BLM’s own comments, warrants 

preparation of further environmental review.  As the CEQ regulations direct, public controversy over the 

effect of an agency’s action can trigger the need to prepare an EIS.  Found. for N. Am. Wild Sheep v. 

U.S. Dep’t of Agr., 681 F.2d 1172, 1182 (9th Cir. 1982; see also C.F.R. § 1508.27(b)(4).  And 

“substantial questions are raised as to whether a project . . . may cause significant degradation of some 

human environmental factor” create such controversy.  Anderson v. Evans, 314 F.3d 1006, 1018 (9th Cir. 

2002), opinion amended on denial of reh’g, 350 F.3d 815 (9th Cir. 2003), opinion amended and 

superseded on denial of reh’g, 371 F.3d 475 (9th Cir. 2004) (citation and internal quotation marks 

omitted).  For example, in Wild Sheep, the U.S. Forest Service “received numerous responses from 

conservationists, biologists, and other knowledgeable individuals, all highly critical of the EA and all 

disputing the EA’s conclusion,” and “[b]oth the California State Department of Natural Resources and the 

California State Department of Fish and Game responded to the EA, expressing disagreement with the 

EA’s conclusions.”  681 F.2d at 1182.  The Ninth Circuit found that in light of these responses, anything 
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short of requiring an EIS “would render 40 C.F.R. § 1508.27(b)(4) a nullity.”  Id.  Relatedly, an agency’s 

previous statements highlighting the controversy render that agency’s “failure to acknowledge the ‘highly 

controversial’ nature of [its] decision” arbitrary and capricious.  Oregon Wild v. Bureau of Land Mgmt., 

No. 6:14-CV-0110-AA, 2015 WL 1190131, at *8 (D. Or. Mar. 14, 2015) (finding that BLM’s decision to 

issue a FONSI was “arbitrary and capricious in light of the evidence in the record,” including statements 

by BLM itself).  

Several federal agencies, including BLM, the National Park Service, and the Department of the 

Interior have repeatedly commented on the insufficiency of FERC’s 2012 EIS, contending that it violates 

NEPA.  Despite describing several impacts as “poorly characterized or unknown,” BLM now attempts to 

argue that it need not conduct additional environmental review and no controversy exists.  Indeed, BLM’s 

current position directly contradicts its previous position that “[a]s the record demonstrates . . . there has 

been and continues to be considerable debate between agency staff, the proponent and various stakeholder 

groups regarding the ‘correct number’ to assign to groundwater recharge for the basin.”   Such a stark 

switch and failure to recognize its own previous participation in the controversial nature of the Proposed 

Act is “arbitrary and capricious.”  See Oregon Wild v. Bureau of Land Mgmt., No. 6:14-CV-0110-AA, 

2015 WL 1190131, at *8 (D. Or. Mar. 14, 2015). 

The controversy surrounding FERC’s 2012 EIS has followed the project and resulted in 

continued significant controversy during BLM’s NEPA review process.  Both experts and agencies have 

questioned the accuracy and sufficiency of BLM’s environmental review, making BLM’s decision not to 

prepare an EIS “arbitrary and capricious.”  Wild Sheep, 681 F.2d at 1182.  First, comments by Andy 

Zdon & Associates, Inc.11 undermine the legitimacy of BLM’s groundwater recharge estimates, use of 

stale data, groundwater monitoring, and failure to consider impacts to the Pinto Valley Groundwater 

                                                      
11 Andy Zdon is is California Professional Geologist (#6006), California Certified Hydrogeologist (#348) 
and California Certified Engineering Geologist (#1948). Additionally, Zdon is familiar with the site area, 
and has served as principal-in-charge for hydrogeologic work throughout the Mojave and Sonoran 
Deserts, most recently conducting a regional survey of spring conditions at more than 300 sites in the 
California desert on behalf of BLM and The Nature Conservancy.  Zdon at 1.  
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Basin within Joshua Tree.  Andy Zdon, Comment Letter on Eagle Crest Project FERC EIS 2 (Oct. 29, 

2016).  Second, BLM also fails to acknowledge Godfrey, Ludwig and Salve’s (2012) overview of 

Chuckwalla Valley Basin’s estimated recharge and their critical review of the previous Eagle Crest 

studies.  Third, the EPA has rated the FERC Eagle Crest EIS, the document to which the FEA is tiered, 

with an abysmal rating of EO 2, meaning there are grave deficiencies with the document.  Fourth, the 

National Park Service has raised and reiterated resource concerns about impact to Joshua Tree National 

Park and stated they believe the correct compliance document should be an EIS.  Thus, BLM’s insistence 

in the FEA and other documents for the Proposed Action that there is no substantial controversy 

concerning impacts analysis is simply wrong.  See also https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/ 

environment/2017/02/09/jerry-brown-wants-trump-help-fund-controversial-mojave-desert-hydropower-

project/97670618/. 

V. The Decision Fails to Account for the Expiration of the Project’s License 
 

BLM’s Decision also fails to recognize that – at the present moment – there actually is no 

“purpose or need” for the ROW grant, as the Project’s FERC license expired by its own terms on June 19, 

2018.  State Director Perez signed the Decision on August 1, 2018, approximately two weeks after the 

FERC license for the Project expired.12  The Federal Power Act authorizes FERC to extend a deadline for 

commencement of construction only once, for a period not exceeding two additional years.  Under law, 

FERC cannot grant any further extensions of time for commencement of project construction.  Simply 

put, without a project license in effect, there is no purpose or need for a right of way for the Project’s 

accessory structures.    

VI. The Decision Violates the Conditions and Requirements of FLPMA 
 

                                                      
12 FERC issued its license for Project on June 19, 2014.  Article 301 of that license required Eagle Crest 
was to commence construction of the Project within two years of the license issuance date (i.e., by June 
19, 2016).  On March 17, 2016, the FERC granted a two-year extension of the deadline to commence 
construction of the project, which expired on June 19, 2018. 
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BLM is authorized to grant, issue, or renew ROWs over, upon, under or through public lands.  

But that authority is subject to the requirements and limitations set forth by 43 U.S.C. sections 1761-71, 

which make the ROWs “subject to all conditions and requirements” of FLPMA.  The overarching 

mandate for all BLM land management decisions under FLPMA is to provide opportunities for 

sustainable multiple uses in a manner that protects the productivity of the land and the quality of the 

environment from permanent impairment and prevents unnecessary or undue degradation of these public 

resources.  See 43 U.S.C. §§ 1701, 1702, 1732.  Furthermore, FLPMA mandates that in managing public 

lands in the CDCA, BLM must do so in a manner that maintains environmental quality. 

 As discussed above, by not seriously considering the changed purpose and need for the Project, 

and failing to re-examine alternatives to the Project; relying on outdated and questionable conclusions 

regarding the Project’s impacts to the Chuckwalla groundwater aquifer and water resources; and failing to 

utilize updated groundwater modeling studies conducted in 2012 and 2013, BLM would be allowing 

unnecessary and undue degradation of the natural and groundwater-related resources within the 

Chuckwalla Valley, and diminishing overall environmental quality, both of which constitute violations of 

FLPMA. 

VII. The Decision Violates the Conservation Requirements in the DRECP  
 
The DRECP Land Use Plan Amendment is a landscape-scale renewable energy and conservation 

planning effort to amend the CDCA Plan and covers more than 22 million acres in the California desert, 

including the area affected by this Decision.   Issued by BLM in 2016, the DRECP identifies areas that 

may be suitable for renewable energy projects and also identifies conservation areas, sensitive plant and 

wildlife species, and a strategy for their management into the future.  The DRECP also designates highly 

sensitive Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (“ACEC”), one of which is the Chuckwalla ACEC 

where the Project and ROW grant are located.  The DRECP includes a series of Conservation 

Management Actions (“CMAs”) with which projects proposed to be built within the DRECP area must 

comply. 
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 BLM acknowledges that the Project violates at least 12 CMAs, including LUPA-SW-17 (a 

project cannot contribute to the overdraft of a groundwater aquifer over the course of two years), LUPA-

BIO-PLANT-2 (requires project setback of 0.25 mile from special-status plants), and Chuckwalla ACEC 

Action (prohibits activities that would create a water basin deficit/decline in the Chuckwalla ACEC).  

FEA at 26-33.  Yet it relies on FERC license conditions to meet the “goals and objectives” of the DRECP.  

But this is unavailing – the “goals and objectives” of the DRECP are expressed through its mandatory 

CMAs.  The BLM also justifies the Project’s noncompliance by saying that the Project’s FERC license 

constitutes a “valid existing right” that exempts it from the DRECP.  Id. at 26-33.  The Decision states: 

“When a DRECP CMA is in conflict with the FERC License… the BLM cannot reasonably require 

compliance with the CMA…”  Decision at 10.  BLM provides no support for this legal conclusion, which 

would render the entire NEPA process meaningless.  Moreover, the ROW covers at least 220 acres of 

BLM lands outside the boundaries of the FERC permit and BLM must at least apply the DRECP CMAs 

to this unaddressed area.  In addition, as stated above, the FERC license has now expired and so has any 

“valid existing right” that exempts the Project from complying with the DRECP.  Any new license will 

need to comply with all CMAs or obtain the necessary variances. 

PETITION FOR STAY 

To prevail on a petition for stay, the appellant must show sufficient justification based on: 

the relative harm to the parties if the stay is granted or denied; the likelihood of Appellant’s 

success on the merits; the likelihood of immediate and irreparable harm if the stay is not granted; 

and whether the public interest favors granting a stay. 43 C.F.R. § 4.21(b).   

 In showing likelihood of movant’s success it will ordinarily be enough that the plaintiff has raised 

questions going to the merits so serious, substantial, difficult and doubtful, as to make them a fair ground 

for litigation and thus more deliberative investigation.  Wyo. Outdoor Council, et al.,153 IBLA 379, 388 

(2000).  Maintaining the status quo during pendency of appeal “can be of considerable importance since 

the effectiveness of any relief may be compromised if actions objected to are allowed to go forward 

during the period of adjudication.”  W. Wesley Wallace, 156 IBLA 277, 278 (2002). 
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A. Appellants Are Likely to Succeed on the Merits 

For the reasons stated above in the Statement of Reasons, the BLM’s approval of the ROW for 

the transmission line and the water supply pipeline violates NEPA, FLPMA, and the DRECP, and should 

be overturned by the IBLA. 

B. Appellants Will Suffer Immediate and Irreparable Harm if the Stay Is Not 
Granted 

 
 The BLM’s NEPA violations markedly increase the likelihood of environmental harms.  Sierra 

Club v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 645 F.3d 978, 995 (8th Cir. 2011) (upholding preliminary 

injunction because “the failure to comply with NEPA’s requirements causes harm itself, specifically the 

risk that ‘real environmental harm will occur through inadequate foresight and deliberation.’”) (citing 

Sierra Club v. Marsh, 872 F.2d 497, 503-04 (1st Cir. 1989)); see also, Marsh, 872 F.2d at 500-01 

(“NEPA’s object is to minimize […] the risk of uninformed choice, a risk that arises in part from the 

practical fact that bureaucratic decisionmakers (when the law permits) are less likely to tear down a nearly 

completed project than a barely started project.”).  The public will also be deprived of important 

information and a meaningful opportunity to participate in the agency’s decision.  Whether or not this 

right of way for the transmission line and water pipeline should be approved, and under what conditions, 

are critical questions that will be effectively bypassed if BLM’s decision is not stayed.  See, e.g., Save 

Our Ecosystems v. Clark, 747 F.2d 1240, 1250 (9th Cir. 1984); California v. Block, 690 F.2d 753 (9th 

Cir. 1982). 

In the absence of a stay, it is likely the new transmission line and water pipeline will be 

developed resulting in surface disturbance; habitat destruction and fragmentation; increased traffic by 

trucks and heavy equipment; air pollution; light pollution; noise pollution; and considerable risks to local 

species including golden eagles, desert tortoises, bighorn sheep, and bats.  Construction of the 

transmission line and the water pipeline would last two to four years, and would involve hundreds of 

acres of previously undisturbed desert lands.  All of these impacts are direct and irreparable harms to the 

environment and to Appellants’ recreational, aesthetic, conservation, education, and spiritual interests in 
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that environment.  “Environmental injury, by its nature, can seldom be adequately remedied by money 

damages and is often permanent or at least of long duration, i.e., irreparable.” Amoco Prod. Co. v. Village 

of Gambell, Alaska, 480 U.S. 531, 545 (1987).  

 While the IBLA appeal is under consideration – for possibly up to two years – there are multiple 

paths by which construction on the ROW could commence immediately.  Although the FERC permit for 

the Pumped Storage Project has technically expired, a federal bill has been introduced to allow the 

permit’s deadline to be extended “for up to 3 consecutive 2-year periods from the date of the expiration of 

the extension originally issued by the Commission,” or up to June 19, 2024.  Exh. 2 (H.R. 5817, 115th 

Cong. (2d Sess. 2018)).  And FERC has ignored a pointed request by Appellants to terminate the permit 

or acknowledge that it is invalid.  In their June 19, 2018 letter, Appellants noted that the Project has 

expired on its own terms because Eagle Crest had not commenced construction and requested that the 

Commission “immediately initiate the formal process for license termination” and allow the lands 

withdrawn for the Project to be returned to public management.  Exh. 3 (Sivas Letter to FERC).  FERC 

never directly responded to Appellants, but in reply to media inquiries, has referred to the proposed 

legislation in response to questions about the expired permit.  Exh. 4 (Desert Sun article, dated June 22, 

2018) (“Asked about the missed deadline, FERC spokesperson Celeste Miller said in an email that the 

commission ‘hasn’t issued anything further on this matter.’ She then referred to Cook’s legislation.”), 

Exh. 5 (Energy & Environment News article, dated June 22, 2018) (“Miller indicated FERC may wait to 

see the outcome of Cook’s bill before acting.”).  The bill could be enacted, or alternatively, the applicant 

may begin construction on the ROW structures prior to construction on the main facility.   

In such a case, Appellants’ personal enjoyment and the professional interests in the desert lands in 

the Chuckwalla Valley will be immediately harmed.   As established by the declarations of David 

Lamfrom and Mark Butler, Appellants will suffer irreparable harm to their interests from the Proposed 

Action.  For example, both declarants enjoy wildlife viewing within or near the Chuckwalla Valley, but 

the project may harm wildlife and reduce their habitat, and therefore reduce each individual’s 

opportunities for wildlife viewing.  See Lamfrom Decl. ¶¶ 9, 10; Butler Decl. ¶¶ 4, 10.  One of the 
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declarants is a published photographer of desert flora and fauna and regularly visits the Chuckwalla 

Valley, with a visit planned for later this year to photograph the delicate microphyll trees that grow in the 

desert washes.   See Lamfrom Decl. ¶ 7-9.  Each of these declarants also attest to their concern that harm 

to the desert lands and/or listed species and habitats would reduce their aesthetic and recreational 

enjoyment of the Chuckwalla Valley.  See Lamfrom Decl. ¶¶ 10, 12; Butler Decl. ¶¶ 8,11. 

C. The Balance of Harms Clearly Favors Granting a Stay 

 The Supreme Court has acknowledged that environmental harm, by its nature, is often 

permanent or irreparable, and that the “balance of harms usually favors issuance of an injunction to 

protect the environment.” Amoco Prod. Co., 480 U.S. at 545. This is certainly true for large-scale 

construction of infrastructure in California’s arid public lands. Save Our Sonoran v. Flowers, 408 F.3d 

1113, 1124 (9th Cir. 2005) (finding irreparable harm because “once the desert is disturbed, it can never be 

restored”). 

 While Appellants will be harmed as a result of the decision, see section B above, the BLM will 

suffer no harm from the granting of a stay. Nothing in the BLM’s EA, Finding of No Significant Impact, 

or Decision Record indicates there is any overriding emergency or urgency around approving the ROW at 

this time.  Nor will the applicant suffer any harm due to a stay since upon information and belief, no 

power purchasing agreement for the Project has been signed, there is no hard deadline for the Project’s 

start of operations, and the applicant will still need to arrange for re-issue of the FERC permit.  In light of 

these facts, any potential harm from imposing a stay during the pendency of this appeal, so that these 

issues can be fully reviewed by the IBLA, is speculative and unquantifiable. 

 On the other hand, Appellants will most certainly be harmed if the transmission line and water 

supply pipeline are allowed to go forward without having conducted proper environmental 

review of their impacts.  The commitment of resources without full public disclosure of 

significant environmental impacts would deprive the public and decision-makers of valuable information 

and a meaningful opportunity for them to.  

 Sites damaged by the removal of native vegetation, meanwhile, will be immediately and 
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irreparably damaged.  The threat of this type of environmental harm weighs heavily in favor of 

an injunction.  See Wilderness Soc’y v. Tyrrel, 701 F.Supp. 1473, 1479 (E.D. Cal. 1988) (noting 

that “when environmental injury is ‘sufficiently likely . . . the balance of harms will usually favor 

the issuance of an injunction to protect the environment’” (citation omitted)); see also National 

Wildlife Fed’n v. Marsh, 721 F.2d 767, 786 (11th Cir. 1983). 

 For all of these reasons, any potential harm to BLM fails to outweigh the immediate, 

concrete harm that would occur to the environment should the right of way be approved. 

D.  The Public Interest Favors Granting a Stay 

 Finally, the issuance of a stay would serve the public interest.  The public interest favors 

maintaining the status quo until the merits of a serious controversy can be fully considered. Valdez v. 

Applegate, 616 F.2d 570, 572-573 (10th Cir. 1980).  And there is an inherent public interest in upholding 

federal environmental law.  See Earth Island Inst. v. U.S. Forest Service, 442 F.3d 1147, 1177 (9th Cir. 

2006) (public’s interest in preserving the environment favors injunctive relief); ONRC v. Goodman, 505 

F.3d 884, 897-99 (9th Cir. 2007) (same).  To allow BLM to proceed with the Decision before it has fully 

analyzed the project’s impacts under NEPA, and before Appellant can obtain review through this 

administrative appeal, would harm the public’s interest in the values protected by these regulations and 

statutes. 

 Furthermore, in passing laws such as NEPA and FLPMA, Congress clearly meant to ensure full 

consideration of environmental impacts was to occur before decisions were made that could impact such 

resources to avoid potentially irreversible consequences to objects protected within the landscape 

resources, human health and the environment as a whole.  As Congress stated in the preamble to NEPA, 

its purpose was “[t]o declare a national policy which will encourage productive and enjoyable harmony 

between man and environment [and] to promote efforts which will prevent or eliminate damage to the 

environment and biosphere and stimulate the health and welfare of man[.]” 42 U.S.C. § 4332(a).  See 

California ex rel. Van de Kamp v. Tahoe Regional Planning Agency, 766 F.2d 1319, 1324 (9th Cir. 1985) 
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(finding that public interest may be defined “by reference to the policies expressed in legislation”) 

(citation omitted). 

Given the NEPA and FLPMA violations and disregard for the DRECP CMAs detailed above, 

moving forward with BLM’s decision on this right of way for the transmission line and water supply 

pipeline is clearly against the public interest.  BLM should be required to meaningfully evaluate the 

environmental impacts of this ROW grant before it is approved, and the IBLA should grant a stay to 

protect the public interest. 

CONCLUSION 

In light of the foregoing, we respectfully request the IBLA grant a stay of the Decision 

Record, Finding of No Significant Impact, and EA #DOI-BLM-CA-D060-2016-0017-EA for 

the ROW grant for an electric transmission line and water supply pipeline for the Eagle Crest Pumped 

Storage Project, and following a review on the merits, reverse and set aside the Decision.13 

 
 
Dated:  August 30, 2018   Respectfully submitted, 
 
     ENVIRONMENTAL LAW CLINIC 
     Mills Legal Clinic at Stanford Law School 
 
 
 
     By:       
            Isaac C. Cheng 
 
     Attorneys for Appellants 
 
      

                                                      
13 If IBLA does not timely grant a stay of the BLM decision challenged here, Appellants reserve 
their right to seek relief from the federal courts for the ROW grant and the CDCA Plan Amendment. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 
 

I certify that, on August 30, 2018, in accordance with all applicable rules, I served 

this Notice of Appeal and Petition for Stay by overnight Federal Express delivery, upon: 

Jerome E. Perez, State Director 
Bureau of Land Management  
California State Office 
2800 Cottage Way 
Sacramento, CA 95825 

Regional Solicitor 
United States Dept. of the Interior 
Office of the Solicitor,  
Pacific Southwest Region  
2800 Cottage Way, Room E-1712 
Sacramento, CA 95825-1890 
 

Interior Board of Land Appeals 
Office of Hearings and Appeals 
U.S. Department of the Interior 
801 N. Quincy Street, Suite 300 
Arlington, VA 22203 

Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission  
888 First Street, NE  
Washington, D.C. 20426  
Re: Project No. 13123 
 

Eagle Crest Energy Company  
700 Universe Blvd. 
Juno Beach, FL 33408 

Eagle Crest Energy Company 
3000 Ocean Park Blvd., Suite 1020 
Santa Monica, CA 90405 

 

 

      
Isaac Cheng   
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State Water Resources Control Board 

AUG 2 9 2018 

Mr. Neal Desai 
Director of Field Operations, Pacific Region 
National Parks Conservation Association 
350 Frank H. Ogawa Plaza #11 00 
Oakland, CA 94612 

Dear Mr. Desai: 

. 
EoMUNO G. BRowN JR. 
GOVERNOR 

Nr ~ MATTHEW RODR IQUEZ 

l ~~ SECReTARY FOR 
~ ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

I received your August 20, 2018 letter regarding the Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage 
Hydroelectric Project (Project) , which is proposed to be constructed within the Chuckwalla 
Valley Groundwater Basin. The State Water Resources Control Board (State Water Board or 
Board), issued a water quality certification (certification) for the Project pursuant to section 401 
of the Clean Water Act and certified a Final Environmental Impact Report (EIR) on July 15, 
2013. Several parties, including the National Parks Conservation Association (NCPA) , filed 
petitions for reconsideration of issuance of the certification by the Board. On July 19, 2014, the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) issued a license for the Project, and in its order 
of approval, found that the proposed "closed-loop" pumped storage project would not discharge 
into any navigable waters. A project that does not discharge into waters of the United States 
does not require a certification under the Clean Water Act, rendering the Board's certification 
moot. On November 27, 2017, the Board dismissed NPCA's pending petition for 
reconsideration of the certification as moot given FERC's determination that the Board lacked 
jurisdiction to issue the certification. 

I appreciate your request for clarification of certain issues given the unusual procedural history 
of this Project. The issues that you raise are addressed below: 

1. The SWRCB [State Water Board] never considered the 2012 interagency scientific research 

(conducted by Bureau of Land Management, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories, and 

National Park Service) in the development of its FEIR. 

It is my understanding that the 2012 interagency scientific research referenced in this 
request for clarification was published in September 2012, titled "Groundwater and Large
Scale Renewable Energy Projects on Federal Land: Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin" 
(hereafter, 2012 Report). The State Water Board did not consider the 2012 Report in 
developing the EIR or the certification for the Project. In developing the EIR, the Board 
conducted a literature review of estimates of groundwater recharge of the Chuckwalla Valley 
Groundwater Basin. This review was conducted prior to publication of the 2012 Report. 

F ELICIA M ARCUS, CHAIR I EILEEN S OBECK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

1001 I Stree1. Sacramento, CA 95814 I Mailing Address: P.O. Box 100, Sacramento , CA 95812·0100 I www.waterboards .ca .gov 

0 RECYCLED PAPER 



Mr. Neal Desai - 2-
AUG 2 9 2018 

The 2012 Report was not identified in public comments nor addressed in the Board's 
responses to those comments. 

2. The SWRCB was specifically asked by NPCA to consider the aforementioned new scientific 

research as part of the Petition for Reconsideration of the fiR/License, but did not because the 

petition process was mooted. 

The State Water Board received a timely petition for reconsideration of the certification from 
NPCA on August 13, 2013. Among other matters, NPCA raised concern that the 
environmental impact analysis had occurred before completion of "several interagency 
investigations designed to develop baseline data on [ground]water trends and to better 
understand the cumulative impacts of several proposed renewable energy projects." (NPCA 
Petition for Reconsideration, p. 5.) After FERC found that a certification was not required for 
the Project, the State Water Board dismissed NPCA's petition for reconsideration as moot 
without addressing the substance of the petition. 

3. The SWRCB has yet to initiate a process to study or consider the aforementioned new scientific 

research or any other new science on this matter. 

At this time, the State Water Board has not initiated a process to study or consider the 2012 
Report or other new scientific research related to grouhdwater recharge rates in the 
Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin in relation to the Project. The State Water Board 
does not have permitting authority over extractions of percolating groundwater in the 
Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin so there are no discretionary approvals by the State 
Water Board that are necessary for the Project. 

4. The SWRCB has not considered the aforementioned new scientific research and therefore does 

not have a posit ion on groundwater recharge rates in the Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin. 

As described above, the State Water Board has not considered the 2012 Report or other 
new scientific research related to groundwater recharge rates in the Chuckwalla Valley 
Groundwater Basin in relation to the Project. The Board does not have a position as to 
whether the 2012 Report or any other new scientific research would alter the Board's 
analysis of groundwater recharge rates in the Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin in the 
EIR. Because no discretionary approvals by the Board are required for the Project, the 
Board is not in a position to consider new evidence. 

5. By deferring to the SWRCB's FEIR to estimate groundwater recharge rates in the Chuckwalla 

Valley Groundwater Basin, the BLM will not reflect updated scientific research that has been 

available since 2012. 

As previously described, the State Water Board did not consider the 2012 Report in 
developing the EIR for the Project. The State Water Board has not conducted an analysis of 
the 2012 Report or new scientific information to determine whether this information would 
alter the Board's analysis of groundwater recharge rates in the Chuckwalla Valley 
Groundwater Basin. Reliance on the EIR to estimate groundwater recharge rates in the 
Chuckwalla Valley Groundwater Basin would not reflect consideration of the 2012 Report or 
new information available since certification of the EIR; the Board does not have a position 
as to whether consideration of the 2012 Report or any new information would alter the 
analysis or conclusions in the EIR. 



AUG 2 9 2018 
Mr. Neal Desai - 3-

Please let me know if you need any additional clarification regarding these matters. You can 
contact me at Oscar.Biondi@waterboards.ca.gov or 916-323-9397. You can also contact 
Ms. Nicole Kuenzi , in our Office of Chief Counsel, at Nicole.Kuenzi@waterboards.ca.gov or 
(916) 322-4142, for additional information. 

~~ 
Oscar Biondi, P.E. 
Senior Water Resources Control Engineer 
Division of Water Rights 
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I 

115TH CONGRESS 
2D SESSION H. R. 5817 

To extend the deadline for commencement of construction of a hydroelectric 

project. 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

MAY 15, 2018 

Mr. COOK introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Committee 

on Energy and Commerce 

A BILL 
To extend the deadline for commencement of construction 

of a hydroelectric project. 

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-1

tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 2

SECTION 1. EXTENSION. 3

(a) IN GENERAL.—Notwithstanding the time period 4

specified in section 13 of the Federal Power Act (16 5

U.S.C. 806) that would otherwise apply to the Federal En-6

ergy Regulatory Commission project numbered 13123, the 7

Commission may, at the request of the licensee for the 8

project, and after reasonable notice, in accordance with 9

the good faith, due diligence, and public interest require-10
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ments of that section and the Commission’s procedures 1

under that section, extend the time period during which 2

the licensee is required to commence the construction of 3

the project for up to 3 consecutive 2-year periods from 4

the date of the expiration of the extension originally issued 5

by the Commission. 6

(b) REINSTATEMENT OF EXPIRED LICENSE.—If the 7

period required for commencement of construction of the 8

project described in subsection (a) has expired prior to the 9

date of the enactment of this Act, the Commission may 10

reinstate the license for the project effective as of the date 11

of its expiration and the first extension authorized under 12

subsection (a) shall take effect on the date of such expira-13

tion. 14

Æ 
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      June 19, 2018 

 

Via Electronic Mail 

 

Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

888 First Street, N.E. 

Washington, D.C.  20426 

 

Eagle Crest Energy Company 

License for Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project 

FERC Project No. 13123 

Article 301 Compliance 

 

Dear Ms. Bose and Commissioners: 

 

 We write on behalf of National Parks Conservation Association (“NPCA”) in connection 

with the above-referenced matter.  On June 19, 2014, the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission (“Commission” or “FERC”) issued an order granting a license to Eagle Crest 

Energy Company for the construction and operation of the Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage 

Hydroelectric Project (“Project”).  Pursuant to applicable law and Article 301 of that license, 

Eagle Crest was required to commence construction of the Project within two years of the license 

issuance date (June 19, 2016) and to complete construction within seven years (June 19, 2021).    

 

 On March 17, 2016, the Commission granted a two-year extension of the deadline to 

commence construction of the Project, until today, June 19, 2018.  As the Commission explained 

in its extension order, the Federal Power Act provides that “the deadline for starting construction 

may only be extended once, for a period not exceeding two additional years; therefore, the 

Commission cannot grant any further extensions of time for commencement of project 

construction.”  Commission Order Granting Extension of time to Commence Construction 

Pursuant to Article 310, at 2 (Mar. 17, 2016).  This order correctly put Eagle Crest on notice that 

federal law prohibits any additional extensions of the construction commencement date; in 

particular, the law provides: 

 

The periods for the commence of construction may be extended once but not 

longer than two additional years . . . In case the licensee shall not commence 

actual construction of the project works, or of any specified part thereof, within 

the time prescribed in the license or as extended by the commission, then, after 

due notice given, the license shall, as to such project works or part thereof, be 

terminated upon written order of the commission. 

 

16 U.S.C. § 806.    

 

  “Typically, licensees must meet the start of construction deadline by commencing 

construction on the principal civil works of the hydropower project (penstocks, dam, etc.).”  

FERC, Office of Energy Projects, Division of Hydropower Administration & Compliance, 

Compliance Handbook, at 14 (2015).  In general, project construction is regarded as having 

commenced with the start of work on facilities considered to be significant, permanent elements 
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of the project.  See, e.g., Cascade Water Power Development Corp., 69 FERC ¶ 61,167 (1994) 

(significant permanent elements include the diversion tunnel, gates or other diversion equipment; 

or excavation for foundations, outlet works, power tunnels, or spillways); City of Summersville, 

W. Va., 77 FERC ¶ 61,046 at 61,164 (1996).  A building on the project site to store equipment is 

not a significant project element.  Daniel J. Horrall, 52 FERC ¶ 61,302 at 62,210 (1990).  As a 

general matter, construction commences with on-site work, such as building a powerhouse or 

other project works.  See, e.g., Clark Canyon Hydro LLC, 150 FERC ¶ 61,195 (2015) (ordering 

terminating license for failure to commence construction). 

 

 To the best of our knowledge, Eagle Crest has not commenced construction on the 

Project.  In particular, Eagle Crest has not begun on-site work at the Eagle Mountain site on any 

significant, permanent element of the pumped storage Project.  And although most of the 

submissions regarding Eagle Crest’s compliance with the terms of the FERC license are being 

withheld from the public under a claim of confidentiality,1 it is our understanding that the 

licensee has not submitted contract plans and specifications for construction, as required by 

Article 302, and is not close to doing so.  Given that the Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project 

has not been incorporated into any California Public Utilities Commission procurement plan and 

Eagle Crest has not secured a power purchase agreement for the Project, the Commission has no 

reasonable assurance that Eagle Crest will be able to commence construction anytime in the 

foreseeable future.  Keating v. F.E.R.C., 569 F.3d 427, 431 (D.C. Cir. 2009) (affirming FERC 

order declining to stay the construction commencement date). 

 

 Because Eagle Crest has received the maximum extension allowed by law and still has 

not taken steps sufficient to constitute commencement of construction, NPCA hereby requests 

and, pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 553, petitions the Commission to 

immediately issue and transmit a written notice of probable termination of license, as provided 

by 18 C.F.R. § 6.3.  Expeditious action is warranted in this case in order to avoid wasteful efforts 

by other federal agencies and to free the withdrawn public lands for other purposes.  In 

particular, currently pending before the Bureau of Land Management (“BLM”) is a formal 

protest by NPCA and others concerning the agency’s Environmental Assessment and rights-of-

way grants over federal lands for water and electric transmission lines to support the Project 

(“Protest”), a copy of which is attached.  Because Eagle Crest has failed to comply with Article 

301 and the license must, therefore, be terminated, there is no reason for BLM to continue 

wasting taxpayer money on resolving the Protest – or litigating over its decision.  Ending the 

unnecessary BLM rights-of-way process now will free up public lands withdrawn for the Project 

and allow the National Park Service to proceed with its boundary study of these ecologically 

important lands for possible inclusion in Joshua Tree National Park. 

 

                                                 
1 For this same reason, NPCA is unable to ascertain the status of Eagle Crest’s compliance with Article 

204, which requires the acquisition of all remaining necessary lands for the Project prior to the start of 

construction date established by Article 30 – June 19, 2018.  But as recently as June 15, 2018, a redacted 

Eagle Crest filing with the Commission suggests that all of the necessary property rights have yet been 

acquired.  As the Commission is aware, Eagle Crest’s ability to acquire all necessary property rights for 

the Project has been an issue in the past.  Eagle Crest Energy Company, 153 FERC ¶ 61,058, at 8 (Oct. 

15, 2015).  Where a licensee is unable to demonstrate the ability to acquire necessary property rights 

within a reasonable time, denial of any requested stay or amendment is appropriate.  Crown Hydro LLC, 

110 FERC ¶ 62,121 (2005).     
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 There is no good legal or policy reason for the Commission to consider doing anything 

other than moving forward with an expeditious termination of the license.  As set forth in detail 

in the BLM Protest, the Project suffers from many serious flaws, including but not limited to: 

 

 ○   The Project would draw significant amounts of water from a desert aquifer, putting  

  the human and ecological communities in the region at risk from damaging overdraft  

  conditions.  As the BLM Protest and a clarifying letter from the National Park Service 

  (attached) explain, the groundwater modeling used by FERC and BLM to complete  

  the environmental review for the project is seriously outdated and inaccurate.  Any  

  discretionary action to delay termination of the FERC license (e.g., a stay) will  

  require significant additional NEPA analysis of these serious groundwater impacts.           

 

 ○ The purported need for a pumped storage project in the desert, especially one that will 

  severely draw down a precious groundwater aquifer, diminishes with each passing  

  day.  As the BLM Protest explains at some length, Eagle Crest has repeatedly failed  

  to convince the California Public Utilities Commission (“CPUC”) to include this  

  Project in its energy storage procurement targets or loading orders for Southern  

  California.  While Eagle Crest claims that the Project constitutes necessary   

  electricity transmission capacity, increased small scale and distributed generation,  

  increased  distributed storage capacity (e.g., battery technology now being installed at 

  gas-fired power plants), evolving demand response policies, and continued energy  

  efficiency/conservation efforts have severely reduced any need for the Project, which  

  was conceived more than 24 years ago. 

 

 ○ Despite its lobbying efforts over two decades, Eagle Crest has failed to secure a  

  power purchase agreement for the Project and is not likely to do so in the foreseeable  

  future.  This failure likely reflects the changing market conditions, which will only  

  worsen in the future as better alternatives come on line.  Without a power purchase  

  agreement, the Project cannot go forward and Eagle Crest will not be in a position to   

  commence construction. 

 

    In short, the public lands affected by the Eagle Crest Project have been tied up for years, 

first with a garbage landfill proposal and now with pumped storage proposal.  These lands harbor 

important cultural and ecological resources that should be open to, and enjoyed by, the larger 

public, as the Federal Land Policy Management Act envisions and as the National Park Service 

ultimately hopes to achieve.  The idea of constructing a massive pumped storage hydroelectric 

facility in an arid region with dwindling water supplies was never a good idea, but given 

technological advances and rapidly changing market conditions, the Project is now certainly a 

dinosaur that should not go forward.  Accordingly, we request that the Commission move 

quickly to terminate the license.      

      

      Sincerely yours,  

   

 

      Deborah A. Sivas 
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Hydropower plant by Joshua Tree
misses construction start deadline
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Photo
More than 2.8 million people visited Joshua Tree National Park in
2017.(Photo: Sherry Barkas/The Desert Sun)Buy Photo

UPDATE: This story was updated on 6/22/18 to include
information about legislation that has been introduced in
Congress.
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The developer trying to build a massive hydroelectric power plant
just outside Joshua Tree National Park failed to start construction
by a key deadline this week — but a bill in Congress could give
the company another six years to start work on the project.

The bill was introduced by Rep. Paul Cook, a Republican from
California's high desert who has received thousands of dollars in
campaign contributions from the developer, Eagle Crest Energy
Company. Cook's bill would allow federal officials to extend the
construction start deadline specifically for Eagle Crest's project
until 2024, giving the developer more time to find a buyer for the
electricity the facility would generate.

JOSHUA TREE: National park sets attendance record with 2.8
million visitors

RENEWABLE ENERGY: Trump approves huge solar farm
outside Joshua Tree

Conservationists are bitterly opposed to Eagle Crest Energy
Company's plan to pump billions of gallons of groundwater in
the open desert east of the Coachella Valley and use the water to
generate electricity in the Eagle Mountain area, on a property as
close as 1.5 miles to the edge of the national park. But politicians
from both parties have expressed support for Eagle Crest,
including Democratic Gov. Jerry Brown, who put the hydropower
plant on a list of priority infrastructure projects, and state
Assemblymember Eduardo Garcia, a Democrat who represents
the eastern Coachella Valley.

Eagle Crest has given $4,000 to Garcia's current re-election
campaign, and gave $4,600 to his 2016 campaign even though
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he was running unopposed. The company and its president,
Steve Lowe, have also given $1,000 each this campaign cycle to
Republicans Chad Mayes and Jeff Stone, who represent the
Coachella Valley in Sacramento, as well as $2,000 to U.S. Sen.
Dianne Feinstein, a Democrat, campaign-finance records show.

Lowe and his company have also given $4,000 this cycle to
Cook, who introduced the bill allowing for the extension of the
construction start deadline. (Cook's campaign later refunded
$1,000 to Eagle Crest.) Since 2016, the company has released
two press releases quoting Cook as supporting its hydropower
project.

Buy
Photo
This massive pit in the Eagle Mountain area was once used for
iron ore mining. (Photo: Jay Calderon/The Desert Sun)

Chris Clarke, one of the hydropower project's leading critics, said
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he doesn't understand Cook's support for Eagle Crest.

"He's done a lot for the (national) park, and it's confusing that he
would introduce a bill that threatens the viability of the park and
its wildlife," said Clarke, who manages California desert
programs for the National Parks Conservation Association, a
nonprofit advocacy group. "This is not a viable project. They have
failed to attract any commercial interest."

Michael Fresquez, a spokesperson for Cook, said in an email
that the type of bill Cook introduced is "common practice." He
cited eight other bills pending in the House of Representatives
and seven in the Senate that he said would provide "the same
statutory relief" to hydroelectric projects licensed by the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission.

Eagle Crest, which is based in Santa Monica, has
another powerful supporter: NextEra Energy Resources. It's one
of the country's biggest renewable energy developers, and
it's working with Eagle Crest on the Eagle Mountain project, as
The Desert Sun first reported. NextEra owns several large solar
farms in the California desert, including the 550-megawatt Desert
Sunlight project, just a few miles from the Eagle Mountain site.

READ MORE: Eagle Crest hydropower gets boost from NextEra
Energy Resources

ALSO: Trump administration says Eagle Crest project wouldn't
harm environment

The hydropower plant would be built on land surrounded on three
sides by Joshua Tree National Park, near the park's southeastern
corner. The area was originally carved out of the predecessor to
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the park, Joshua Tree National Monument, to make way for an
iron mine. The mine has long since shut down, and several
companies have fought over what to do with the land, even as
conservationists have pushed for it to become part of the park.
Environmentalists defeated a proposal for a garbage dump but
were unable to stop Eagle Crest from acquiring the land and
securing a federal permit for hydropower.

Supporters say the hydropower plant would let
utilities store electricity from solar and wind farms when they
generate more electricity than is needed to meet demand,
helping California solve a major energy challenge. Eagle Crest
would use the site's abandoned mining pits as reservoirs,
pumping water from the lower pit to the upper pit when excess
solar and wind power floods the grid and energy prices dip. Then
when California needs extra power, and energy prices rise, the
company would release water back to the lower pit through a
hydroelectric generator, producing electricity. Eagle Crest would
make money, and California would be able to supplement its
solar and wind farms with zero-emission "pumped
storage" instead of climate-polluting natural gas plants.  

In a 2016 statement released by Eagle Crest, Cook called the
hydropower project "an environmentally friendly solution" to the
challenge of storing energy from solar and wind farms for periods
when the sun isn't shining or the wind isn't blowing.

“Eagle Mountain is located far from homes, and it's safely outside
of Joshua Tree National Park. The land is a heavily disturbed
mining site, so its value to wildlife or recreation is negligible,"
Cook said.
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Photo
Looking down from the observation tower at the old Eagle
Mountain iron mine, you can see the ghost town of Eagle
Mountain, center right, one of the mining pits, center left, and the
550-megawatt Desert Sunlight solar farm, upper right. (Photo:
Jay Calderon/The Desert Sun)

Critics disagree. They say the Eagle Mountain area is prime
habitat for at-risk species such as bighorn sheep, golden eagles
and desert tortoises, which could be harmed by an industrial-
scale energy project with a capacity of 1,300 megawatts. They
also worry that tapping the Chuckwalla Valley aquifer to fill the
hydropower project's reservoirs would diminish neighboring
groundwater basins beneath the national park, harming
ecosystems in the park by sapping springs that are oases for
wildlife.
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The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission approved a license
for the project in 2014, and later extended the construction start
deadline from 2016 to 2018. When they agreed to extend the
deadline to June 19, 2018, officials reminded Eagle Crest that
under federal law, they could only grant one extension.

Cook's legislation would change that.

H.R. 5817 singles out the Eagle Crest project for special
treatment. The bill would allow the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission, or FERC, to extend the project's construction start
deadline "for up to 3 consecutive 2-year periods" at the request
of the developer. The bill is retroactive, meaning if it clears
Congress, FERC could grant the first of those extensions even
though the construction start deadline has already passed.

Cook introduced the bill on May 15. So far, it has no cosponsors
and hasn't been heard in committee.

Eagle Crest president Steve Lowe didn't respond to
a message seeking comment on Cook's bill, but the legislation
could give him exactly what he needs: more time. He has
struggled to find a buyer for the electricity his project would
generate, despite California's push for renewable energy and
energy storage. 

Clarke, from the National Parks Conservation Association, called
it "remarkable" that Eagle Crest hasn't been able to secure a
power purchase contract with an electric utility. He sees the
company's difficulties as a sign that small-scale storage
technologies, such as home batteries paired with rooftop solar
panels, are going to be "easier, more economical and more
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flexible" than large-scale projects, including pumped storage.

"It's essentially a failed project at this point," Clarke said.

A historical photo of the Eagle Mountain iron mine. (Photo:
Courtesy of Palm Springs Historical Society)

With Eagle Crest's construction start deadline in the rearview
mirror — at least for now — the National Parks Conservation
Association is asking federal officials to terminate the hydropower
project's license. In a letter to FERC this week, Stanford
University law professor Deborah Sivas, writing on behalf of the
conservation group, said there is "no sound legal reason or policy
rationale for the Commission to consider doing anything other
than moving forward with an expeditious termination of the
license." She noted that Eagle Crest first requested a federal
license for its project nearly 25 years ago.

Asked about the missed deadline, FERC spokesperson Celeste
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Miller said in an email that the commission "hasn’t issued
anything further on this matter." She then referred to Cook's
legislation.

For conservationists, it's long since time for the Eagle Mountain
area to become part of the national park. Even if the hydropower
plant gets built, the National Park Service has been studying the
possibility of annexing 25,000 acres surrounding the project site. 

The Eagle Mountain area "was originally part of Joshua Tree
National Monument. It was removed for a mine that is no longer
there," Clarke said. "It's time for this landscape to be put back
into one of California's most heavily visted national parks."

Sammy Roth writes about energy and the environment for The
Desert Sun. He can be reached at sammy.roth@desertsun.com,
(760) 778-4622 and @Sammy_Roth.

Read or Share this story: https://desert.sn/2tjPBoj
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Lawmaker tries to save hot-button
project near Joshua Tree -- Friday,
June 22, 2018 -- www.eenews.net

Scott Streater, E&E News reporter Published: Friday, June 22, 2018
6-8 minutes

HYDROPOWER

The proposed Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage Project in California
would use renewable energy to pump water into reservoirs that could be
released to produce hydropower at times of peak demand. Eagle Crest
Energy

A hydroelectric pumped storage project in the Southern California
desert that moved through the regulatory process despite fierce
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opposition from conservation groups is now in limbo after project
backers failed to begin construction by the required deadline this
week.

But California Rep. Paul Cook (R) quietly filed legislation last
month that, if approved, could give backers of the Eagle
Mountain Pumped Storage Project in Riverside County —
located about 2 miles from Joshua Tree National Park — as
many as six additional years to begin construction.

Cook's bill, H.R. 5817, would allow the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission, at the request of Santa Monica, Calif.-
based Eagle Crest Energy Co., to "extend the time period during
which the licensee is required to commence the construction of
the project for up to 3 consecutive 2-year periods from the date of
the expiration of the extension originally issued by the
Commission."

Cook's bill never mentions the Eagle Mountain Pumped Storage
Project by name, referring to it only by its FERC license number:
13123.

A spokesman for Cook could not be reached for comment. But
the lawmaker has expressed support for the project publicly; so
has California Gov. Jerry Brown (D).

Advertisement

Even if the deadline to start construction has expired, as is the
case with the Eagle Mountain project, FERC "may reinstate the
license for the project" and issue the first two-year extension,
effective on the date it expired, the bill states.

That's significant for the Eagle Mountain project because the
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deadline to begin construction passed Tuesday, June 19.

License extension

FERC in June 2014 issued a license for construction and
operation of the project. The beginning of construction, however,
was contingent upon obtaining a right of way grant from the
Bureau of Land Management that would allow a transmission line
and water pipeline that is needed to operate the project to cross
federal land.

The FERC license required Eagle Crest Energy to begin
construction within two years. FERC, realizing that the BLM
authorization would take more time to complete, in 2016 granted
a two-year extension on the mandate to begin construction.

That two-year extension — the only one FERC is authorized to
issue — expired June 19 without construction beginning, a FERC
spokeswoman acknowledged in an email to E&E News.

BLM last year issued a final environmental assessment and a
formal "finding of no significant impact" for the rights of way
applications and a proposed amendment to the California Desert
Conservation Area resource management plan (Greenwire, April
21, 2017).

The project would have the capacity to produce about 1,300
megawatts of electricity — enough to power about 390,000
homes.

But BLM has never granted authorization for the power line and
water pipeline after the EA and FONSI were administratively
challenged by the National Parks Conservation Association, the
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Sierra Club, Defenders of Wildlife and other groups.

BLM has yet to resolve those challenges more than a year later.

A BLM California spokeswoman told E&E News that the agency
continues to work to resolve the protests.

Conservation groups say that is a waste of time, and they want
FERC to formally terminate the federal license, according to a
letter sent this week to FERC commissioners from a Stanford
Law School attorney representing the National Parks
Conservation Association.

FERC must now "issue and transmit a written notice of probable
termination of license," according to the letter sent to the
commission on NPCA's behalf by Deborah Sivas.

"There is no sound legal reason or policy rationale for the
Commission to consider doing anything other than moving
forward with an expeditious termination of the license," Sivas
wrote.

Celeste Miller, a FERC spokeswoman, said the commission has
not terminated the license and added, "I can't say when or if the
Commission will take action" on the license.

Miller indicated that FERC may wait to see the outcome of
Cook's bill before acting.

Uncertain future

It's not clear whether Eagle Crest Energy will request an
extension of the construction deadline, even if Congress
approves the legislation and it is signed into law.
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"We have no comment," company President Steve Lowe told
E&E News.

David Lamfrom, NPCA's California desert and wildlife director,
said he was surprised by Cook's bill and that it does not make
sense after Cook has helped support Joshua Tree National Park.

"This action is really not consistent with what seems to be an
agenda to protect the park," Lamfrom said.

He added, "Everybody knew the rules going in, everybody knew
the process, everybody agreed to operate within that process.
Now because Eagle Crest can't get its business together, they
are trying to move the goal posts."

The project is aimed at matching the ups and downs of energy
demand on the regional grid, project proponents say.

Water would be pumped from the lower reservoir to the upper
chamber during periods of low energy demand. When demand
rises, water would be discharged through underground pipes that
connect the higher reservoir to the lower pool (E&E News PM,
Jan. 31, 2012).

The water would generate electricity by flowing through four
reversible pump-turbine units, and the transmission line would
transport power to the regional grid.

But the project, which has been under evaluation for years, has
drawn fire because of concerns it could drain already stressed
groundwater supplies in the arid region, affect Joshua Tree
National Park, and affect habitat for the threatened desert tortoise
and other wildlife.
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"The notion of constructing a massive pumped storage
hydroelectric facility in an arid region with dwindling water
supplies was never a good idea, but technological advances and
rapidly changing market conditions have now rendered the
Project a true dinosaur that should not go forward," Sivas wrote
in her letter to FERC. "Accordingly, we request that the
Commission move quickly to terminate the license."

Email: sstreater@eenews.net
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